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What is wastage? Is it something not required after making use of
that element out of the total material provided by nature? We call it
generates during the changing of form and it is the integral part of
the process to release that is not useful for desired forms or
anything that does not require to meet the desire level of objectives
or anything that loses its relevance with time. Modern education‘s
biggest achievement is systematic onslaught on our ancient wisdom
of ‗caring and creativity for the uniform progress‘ and succeeded in
diverting our all efforts on focusing on commercial gains. We
educate to young generation ‗what is not useful is waste‘ is wrong
education and making them to unaware about real goal of life.
‗Everything has purpose.‘ We site numerous examples in support of
our theory and most popular are when electricity is stepped down
from higher voltage to the lower it releases heat, vibrations etc. and
we do not bother for this wastage of heat since it is not affecting our
desired objectives. Is it right education where we never allow our
students to explore the possibilities of utilizing what we call
wastage? We generally inform self-sustaining or environmental
friendly way of designing products but never allow them to think
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what

appear

natural

wastage

is

actually

suggesting

us

for

unexplored area where we have not travelled so far. There is an
important example of James watt where he had used natural process
of converting steam into a powerful tool. It is natural when we heat
water it changes forms and converts to gaseous state. Steam was
considered waste for over centuries since the days of discovery of
fire as tools for heating but James Watt had revolutionized the
thought and lives of people by using waste of steam into powerful
tool of transportation .Industrial revolution had set its pace after
design of steam engine. I always say nothing is waste in this cosmos
and everything has purpose. It is because of our limited knowledge
we fail to identify its purpose and as such we treat that as a waste.
Coal was treated as waste for centuries by ancient people and as we
acquired more knowledge it became major source of energy in
modern time. Davy safety lamp was designed by Sir Humphry Davy
for use in flammable atmospheres of coal mines by using the
principle of controlling the wastage to that level that cannot ignite
fire. Similarly petroleum was lying unutilized in the womb of the
earth for centuries but it is the knowledge of modern man who has
developed it into one of the major catalyst for energy requirement
for driving movement of second level of industrial revolution. He had
designed

all

kinds

of

equipment

for

exploration,

extraction,

purification and transportations. Our present spectrum of human life
is revolving around these developments. In simple words, we may
say that it is our limited knowledge that does not know how to use
all unknown & ‗what we call at present a waste‘ for constructive
purposes. ‗Nothing is waste in this universe.‘
Briefly speaking all that we call waste may be useful for someone
who has knowledge for its utilization. In certain respects our
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ancestors were wiser than modern man since they were living with
basic wisdom. They were aware about utility of each part of their
products. After peeling the banana modern man from urban area
treats the skin as a waste and look for bin for its disposal in civilized
manner. In rural community they prepare delicious meals out of skin
of banana as well as from various skins of vegetables and are
treated as delicacy. They have art to convert what urban people
treat as waste for the benefit of the society.

Excreta or human

waste is flowing in the urban area in the form of sewage and
managing is great problem for administration. In rural areas they
convert it into compost maneuver by using indigenous technology
with local resources and use that as food for plants and various
extracted materials like mustard cake etc. as supplements foods for
animals. ‗Nature is self-sustaining and knows how to use every form
for the benefit of living beings.‘ Our imperfect knowledge is the
problem. We should be mentally prepared that nothing is waste and
‗What we treat as waste is nothing but integral part of the system.‘
It is the call of the time for retrospection of our educational system
because it is failing in attracting our mind for exploring toward basic
wisdom but it is allowing to think for more and more applications of
existing technology .It is absolutely wrong way of teaching. I
advocate by giving example of cane sugar, banana, cotton seed
where man has acquired knowledge to use every form for benefits of
living beings. We extract juice from cane to convert into sugar;
jiggery as sweeteners & preservatives and waste of juice i.e.
molasses used by liquor industry for making various types of alcohol
and extracted waste of cane

is now use for power plant for

generation of electricity. Another plant is of cotton; its fiber is used
for clothing, seeds for extracting edible oil for human consumption
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and cottonseed meal compressed into nuts or cubes of various sizes
for feeding to animals. It is all the human mind of the past centuries
that is trying every waste into utility. In these areas human mind
had won but there are areas still need our attention for achieving
knowledge on utilizing every part of the so called wastage for
benefits. Crude oil is another example where every level of
extracting oil is used by different industries and nothing is left as
waste.
I am not traditionalist. Still I give credit to some of ancestors who
were aware of the recycling of certain elements and for their
benefits. We have designed electronic items but do not know how to
use once it completed designed life. Electronic wastages are piling
and disturbing the peace of mankind. ‗How to dispose of nuclear
wastage

is

great

challenge?

‗The

present

tendency

is

total

indifference to the issue. Ancient people were following & practicing
the philosophy of ‗What can be consumed by man for maintaining
basic needs were used and greed should be under control. They were
living with the tendency of minimize wastage and never lose
objectives. It is the centuries old practice of peeling or cutting the
vegetables or food items for cooking and they do with such precision
that unwanted materials should be eliminated and there should be
minimum waste of edible items. It is responsible of design of many
tools like knifes; peelers etc. and for extracting juice from different
items various equipment.
New persuasions are to be initiated after thorough research. In
certain cases an individual tries & wishes to reduce the wastages but
there are some occasions where person deliberately encourage
wastage because it becomes symbol of affordability, demonstrating
happiness, and power of wealth. It is the individual‘s trait to prove
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before others around that he enjoys power to exhibit. He believes
that others are impressed by his wealth & power. Educated people
whose number is small are not carried away by his false ego but
others take it that he is great man since he can afford to waste
resources. ‗Wastage is integral part of human living‘. It is the
commercial gains that controls for optimizing the profits deter them
to waste. The concept of wastage has developed pole a part
psychology amongst the people. One with generous frame of mind
with thinking that it is not kind of wastage if it is going on in order
and upholding the human values. A sensible individual would think
and act differently. He would checkmate his expenditure & would
assure that wastages is minimized. If he is part of the vivacious
circle; he would try to enslave others. To achieve profitability man
can turn mean to that level which is beyond imagination. A normal
person should behave sensibly and we expect such behavior where
he tries to achieve his objectives but caries for future generations
too. When he goes for sleep he blows out the candle or oil lamp or
switches off the light because he does not need light during his sleep
and it is waste. If someone experiences fear of darkness he needs
minimum light which is provided by low wattage bulb. Wear and tear
is another kind of wastages and he accepts this because he knows it
is because of frictional forces. To minimize the wastage we have
designed various viscosities of lubricants and bearings with ball or
without ball. When we ignite our automobiles the unburnt portion of
oil is treated as waste and it may harm the humans in long run. To
manage this waste designers have designed chimney for managing
smokes and mufflers, exhaust for automobiles fumes management.
How does the wastage occur? Ancient people had learnt by keen
observations. They needed products that were to be stored for
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future use these are either available seasonally or scarcity makes in
terms of availability. They first designed products for storage and
later on developed the technology for controlling further damage
because of environmental effects. They designed pot either with
mud or animal skin in various size & shape of mouth to control the
environmental

damaging

effects.

They

had

understood

stored

products had limited life and were damaged because of either air or
light or moisture or heat or all and it is unsuitable for human
consumption. They designed earthen pot for storage of water and it
was natural for them to move to next level of design ‗how to keep it
cool‘. They used sand with mud to create porous earthen pot and
used the philosophy of evaporation for cooling. As technology
advanced and with the knowledge of Carnot Cycle we succeeded in
designing refrigeration for cooling as well for storage of the
products that damage and minimize the wastage.
So called wastage was responsible for progress of civilization and
later on we noticed the change in to medical sciences since people
questioned ‗Why does a man turn to corpse when that becomes
waste?‘ Wastage is then given us packaging industry. Checks &
balances are designed to control wastage and it has given us
accounting

&

administrative

system.

Wind

winnowing

is

an

agricultural method developed by ancient cultures for separating
grain from chaff. It is also used to remove waste materials.
Whilst the trend is questioning the traditional routes of waste
disposal in favor of sustainable waste management strategies. In my
opinion this basic question is irrelevant. I am trying to clear the
ground for framing the right question. Right question leads to right
answer. ‗Why do we say no system is hundred percent perfect? It
expresses our helplessness that knowledge is yet to achieve
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perfection and certain level of wastage is acceptable. It is not the
system but our knowledge is imperfect. We should focus on adding
values to our educational knowledge rather simply developing
applications. The basic technology is mobile but we are talking about
features that are nothing but applications. This is not right way to
onward progress. Problem of disposing the electronic items remain
the same and we do not know what to do with this and we call it
garbage is piling. It is problem of imperfect knowledge that is the
reason we call it wastage. Once we acquire knowledge of that level
where we can use so called wastage then this question loses its
importance. Our modern thinking takes us one step ahead in wrong
direction and we talk about the process of waste minimization
through ‗Designing out Waste‘ and that too is in its infancy after so
many

years.

Many

opportunities

exist

in

developing

waste

minimization strategies in design but nothing is perfect till so far. By
redirecting our focus of waste minimization to the earliest stages of
projects

the

many

opportunities

for

waste

minimization

and

recycling exist but it is diverting our attention from actual solutions
from traditional thinking. The real solution needs two pronged
strategies. One designer should work for minimization of wastage
and side by side learn the art ‗how to use this waste for betterment
of the society‘. Our ancestors designed the use of waste in more
effective manner than modern man. They used the mud for natural
treatment of some ailments and designed earthen pots, toys, baked
bricks and many more. In modern time we are using natural
products after processing like cement or plaster of Paris. Cement is
major chemical composition for construction industry but disposing
of its RCC waste is headache. Similarly Plaster of Paris it is used for
fixing of broken bone as well as for interior of house. After it is
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achieved its objective disposing is difficult compared to mud. Is it
not modern mantra for ‗reducing waste‘ of the waste hierarchy:
reduce, reuse and recycle? Zero waste is a philosophy and a goal is
good but it is directed in wrong direction. They are focusing on
―closing the loop‖ in hope to develop a sustainable economy.
Achieving Zero Waste depends on designing products and industrial
processes so that their components can be dismantled, repaired
and/or recycled. Zero Waste means linking communities, businesses
and all kind of industries so that one's waste becomes another‘s
feedstock. In rural India people use all the parts of banana tree and
they know nothing is waste. They use fruit for human consumption,
stem as vegetables, leaf as serving plates for food, and left over
along with banana leaf as food for livestock. Is it not design of zero
waste concepts that had been in practice since ancient times? This is
the reason ancient people were unaware about waste bin and that
tradition is still prevailing some parts of rural area of the world.
Urban people under the influence of modern education always look
for bin to throw the waste. Height of the foolishness is when they
have designed different categories of waste and place the many bins
for waste management. Rural India even uses human waste as
composite fertilizers for enhancing their agricultural yields. Falling
of leaves from tree is natural phenomena and they never burn but
use as fertilizers or herbal products for treatments of ailing of the
plants. What we call organic forming is our tradition and it has been
losing ground because of scientifically prepared fertilizers. Is it not
our wrong education where whatever everything turns into waste
that does not meet objectives? What kind of people are we
developed? Are modern people not self-centered, individualistic,
selfish, greedy and never wish to share with others? Is modern
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person not selfish when compared to our ancestors? Society grows
with love, sensitivity, care and creativity not with characteristics of
modern person namely greed, self-centered, egoism, selfishness etc.
I am thankful to Prof Rachna Khare of School of Planning &
architecture, Bhopal, India for accepting our invitation and her
interest to showcase the works of students is clearly reflecting in
this issue. The way Ms Deepshikha Sinha and Mr Piyush Verma
justified their role of Guest Editor under the supervision of Prof
Rachna Khare is admirable and they have touched every possible
aspects of what different departments are educating for use of
possible architecture & planning.
“Never waste a crisis.”--Mark Rutte
With regards
Dr. Sunil Bhatia
Design For All Institute of India
www.designforall.in
dr_subha@yahoo.com
Tel 91-11-27853470®
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A year 2013 dedicated to young designers
May 2013 Vol-8 No-5
Dr. Kenneth Joh is an Assistant Professor in the
Department of Landscape Architecture and Urban
Planning

at

Texas

A&M

University,

Program

Coordinator of the Graduate Certificate Program in
Transportation

Planning,

and

an

Assistant

Research Scientist at the Texas Transportation
Institute. He will be the Guest Editor of this special
issue

July 2013 Vol-8 No-7
Christian Guellerin is president of Cumulus,
the

International

Association

of

Universities and Schools of Design, Art and
Media since 2007. The organization counts
178 establishments in 44 countries. He is
also the executive director of the Ecole de
design Nantes Atlantique, which trains professionals to create and
innovate for socio-economic development, with an interface between
technology, economics, and the sciences. Today they‘re expanding to
China and India. He writes on design and pedagogy. He will act as
philosopher & guide for this special issue and students of different
streams will participate in this special issue.
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August 2013 Vol-8 No-8
Dr. Antika Sawadsri PhD in Architecture,
Planning

and

Landscape

University

of

Newcastle upon Tyne, UK. Lecturer, School
of

Interior-Architectural

present)

Faculty

Mongkut‘s

of

Design

(2004-

Architecture

Institute

of

King

Technology

Ladkrabang (KMITL) Thailand will supervise
this special issue of student designers.

September 2013 Vol-8 No-9
"Inclusive

Tourism:

international

perspectives, accessibility and inclusion in
the Brazilian tourism" is topic suggested by
Prof

Regina

Cohen

Pro-Access

Group

-

Federal University of Rio de Janeiro and she
will be Guest Editor.
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1.

Guest Editorial

Despite the age old fallacies and the stigmas, the recent decades
have been a testimony to the improvements in the field of
accessibility in India. Many institutions and organizations have come
forward and have shown sincere efforts in this regard. ‗Universal
design‘ is no more an unheard term. School of Planning and
Architecture, Bhopal through its constant efforts, is one of the
leaders of this endeavour in the country. In last few years, the
students have shown immense interest towards universal design
and accessibility. The reason behind this continuous participation is
driven by the initiatives of the institute in this regard. Introduction
of universal design in NSDC (National Student Design Competition),
various cultural functions, seminars, workshops and lectures by
national and international pioneers had been organized and the
institute

looks

forward

to

continue

these

ventures.

The atmosphere of the college has motivated the students, teachers
and also the administration to promote an environment of universal
design, to let everyone think about designing elements for everyone.
It was hardly two months before we made the ‗call for works‘ for
this issue of ‗Design for All Newsletter‘, and the participation has
gone beyond our expectations. From the quantity of admirable works
received it was fairly evident that the students are sincerely
concerned about this imperative issue, be it in terms of designing
spaces, products, environment or expressing their personal views .
In this issue, we have tried to bring forth things in a specific order,
starting from the Competition works for NSDC (National Student
Design Competition) which has
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for

the

Design For All Institute of India

introduction

of

Universal

Design

competitions

in

India,

and

happened two times in last three years. It seeks the participation of
students from all over the country encouraging them to think about
this inevitable subject. Additionally, to stride towards universal
design, we have taken this opportunity to include other socially and
economically marginalized sections in the context of ‗design for all‘.
In India there are still many places which do not have the basic
facilities

such

as

water

supply,

sanitation,

electricity

and

communication, and we ought to think ‗are we really designing for
them all?‘ In this respect, students have shown their passion
towards working for everyone who are apparently not counted in the
‗mainstream‗. They not only the contributed their articles related to
disabled and elderly, but also on the design for homeless and
isolated tribes. The contents also include students‘ essays which talk
about

providing

accessibility

in

order

to

create

a

sense

of

understanding amongst the people. Finally, we have incorporated
the expressions of the students regarding accessibility and universal
design, which have been portrayed by the product designs, sketches,
photographs and articles.
All the works that have been included in this ‗Young Designers‘ issue
are contributions from undergraduate students of School of Planning
and Architecture, Bhopal. The authors are young design students
and not accomplished writers; and we hope that the readers would
enjoy their emergent design thinking and nascent style of writing.
Retaining the spirit of the young designers‘ issue, we have tried our
best to not tamper with the original works of the students in any
way so that it retains its freshness, actuality and conveys their true
ideas.
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We have strived to culminate an understanding among the readers
that it‘s not about providing ‗special‘ facilities to ‗special people‘ but
about giving ‗equal‘ and usable facilities to ‗all‘. We hope that our
efforts live up to the expectations of everyone and prove to be
successful in making ‗design for all‘ more widespread and appealing.

Deepshikha Sinha
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Brief bio of Editors
Deepshikha Sinha is a III year student pursuing Bachelors of
Architecture (B.Arch.) at School of Planning and Architecture,
Bhopal. She has been a meritorious student and has received several
prizes in various academic and non-academic competitions. To her,
architecture has the potential to inspire and encourage everyone, to
think and work for all sections of the society. She is very good at the
team work and has good compositional skills. She has written
articles for leading newspapers in the state of M.P. and has worked
and

attended

NASA

(National

Association

of

Students

of

Architecture) in the years 2011 and 2012. She participated and done
well in a studio exercise of ‗Universal Design for Exploring World
Heritage Site in India‘ at School of Planning and Architecture,
Bhopal. She can be contacted at deepshikha.spab@yahoo.com.
Piyush Verma is a III year Bachelors of Architecture (B.Arch.)
student at School of Planning and Architecture, Bhopal. Along with
reading and literature, his enduring fascination is with design and its
socio-cultural inferences, specifically concerning the marginalized
and vulnerable sections of the society. He believes that architecture
can certainly bridge the gap, between the desires and realization, for
the stigmatized groups. He likes blogging and has participated in
various national and international writing competitions in school and
college including GOI Peace Foundation International Essay Contest
2012, Japan; and was the semifinalist in the Berkeley prize Essay
competition-2012 with a theme of Inclusive Design. He was the
former member of Student‘s Council, SPA- Bhopal and is currently a
part of ‗Make a difference‘, an organization which encourages youth
to become change leaders and spread grass root education to the
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orphans and unprivileged children in India, helping to create selfsustaining communities. He was also involved in the studio exercise
of ‗Universal Design for Exploring World Heritage Site in India‘ at
School of Planning and Architecture, Bhopal. He can be contacted at
the following email address verma.piyush2@gmail.com.
Rachna Khare is a Professor of Architecture and Associate Dean of
the Doctoral Programme and faculty Development at School of
Planning and Architecture, Bhopal. Prior to this she was the Senior
Research Fellow with Jamsetji Tata Universal Design Research Chair
at National Institute of Design, Ahmedabad and taught at Birla
Institute of Technology, Mesra. Starting her career in early nineties
as Exhibition Officer cum Designer in Jawahar Kala Kendra, Jaipur,
she practiced for nine years in the field and then taught architecture
for almost twelve years.
Rachna is a recipient of the prestigious Fulbright Fellowship and was
affiliated with Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, USA during
her PhD. Her research interests in the field of ‗Universal Design‘ and
‗Designing for Special Needs‘ have earned her grants and awards
nationally and internationally. Apart from Fulbright award, she is
recipient of IMFAR-2009, Professionals from Developing Country
Award, Chicago; Friends of Fulbright India Grant-2008, Lewisburg;
Universal Design Award for Working professional-2011 by NEPEDPMPhasiS, India and R&D projects from All India Council of Technical
Education and University Grants Commission in India.
She has lectured extensively on Inclusive Design all over the world
and has many papers in various National and International journals
and

conferences

to

her

credit.

Her

papers

appeared

in

the

publications like Taylor and Francis, Sage, HFES, RESNA and Archnet
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MIT. Her book ‗Designing Inclusive Educational Spaces for Autism‘
published by Institute of Human Centred Design, Boston, USA was
released in 2010, and later the book received ‗Certificate of Merit‘ in
ArchiDesign Award-2010. She has also edited special issues of
internationally

refereed

journals

called

‗SPANDREL‘on

‗Social

sustenance‘ in 2012 and ‗ABACUS‘ on ‗Architecture for All‘ in 2007.
Some

major

events

organized

by

her

are

‗Universal

Design

Workshop‘ and National Student Design Competition (NSDC-2011)
on ‗Universal Design/Design for All‘-2011 in collaboration with
National Institute of Orthropaedically Handicapped, Kolkata and
NSDC-2012 on ‗Universal Design for Exploring World Heritage Sites
in India‘ in collaboration with Archaeological Survey of India and
UNESCO. She is one of the authors of Universal Design India
Principles developed at National Institute of design, Ahmedabad in
2011.
Rachna is well known as an activist and is a founder member of
MITRA and member secretary of DRONAH Foundation.

She also

remained convener of Kislaya for several years, a school for
underprivileged children supported by ‗Asha‘ Stanford. In her
current position at SPAB, she is coordinating Centre for Human
Centric Research (CHCR) that aims to build a body of knowledge that
responds to the design needs of diverse human population otherwise
marginalized in the past design practices. She can be contacted at
rachnakhare@spabhopal.ac.in
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2. CENTER FOR HUMAN CENTRIC RESEARCH (CHCR)
SCHOOL OF PLANNING AND ARCHITECTURE, BHOPAL,
M.P., INDIA
SPA-Bhopal is an Institute of National Importance and is committed
to produce best Architects and Planners to take up the challenges of
physical and socio- environmental development of global standards.
Located in Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh, the institute is set up by the
Ministry of Human Resource Development, Government of India and
intended to be an institute of excellence for studies in Planning and
Architecture. The charter of the School of Planning and Architecture
explicitly

support

social

cultural

sustenance

sustenance

through

through conservation

universal

and

design,

environmental

sustenance through the discipline of Architecture, Planning and
Design. Supporting its Charter to be a socially responsible institution,
a multidisciplinary Center for Human Centric Research (CHCR) is

formed at SPA-Bhopal (link: www.spabhopal.ac.in).
Objectives of this research and design development center are:
 Bring awareness amongst budding architects and planners to
respond to the needs of diverse human population otherwise
marginalized in the past design practices, for collective socioeconomic-cultural development in the country.
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 Build a research based body of knowledge with all realms of
the ethnographic, qualitative and quantitative experimental
paradigms, to support human centered design process.
To attain its objectives, the center functions in four major areas,

‘identification of research priority areas and networking‘,
‗education & training‘, ‗research & design development‘
and ‗dissemination‘.
I.

Identify the Areas of Research Priority and Network all
stakeholders (SPA-faculty and students, other Institutes of
higher learning, NGOs, government agencies, consumers, users
and

service

providers

like

engineers,

planners,

designers,

architects and builders) to address these priority areas. This has
begun with the formation of a resource group that builds
awareness with special lectures, workshops and conferences on
the subject. The center has organized several Universal Design
Workshops and National Student Design Competitions on the
theme of Inclusive Design/Design for All/Universal Design.
II.

Establish a National level resource center for Education and

Training at School of Architecture and Planning, Bhopal, to
facilitate researches addressing people centric studies in the
built environment at local, regional and national level. The center
offers electives and has plans to offer short-term certificate
courses and specialized academic courses in the subject.
III.

Initiate and support faculty and student Research and Design

Development projects, in the identified priority areas at School
of Architecture and Planning, Bhopal. The center is developing
low-cost disabled friendly toilets in Anganwadi centers and
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Schools in association with Arushi and UNICEF. The center also
supports undergraduate and postgraduate projects/studios and
PhD research on the theme and sponsor faculty projects.
IV.

Dissemination through Publications on the subject for
information sharing and developing a body of knowledge that
would help those architects, engineers, planners, designers and
all stakeholders, who would like to work in this area. The center
has published SPANDREL, an international refereed journal on
‗social equity‘ to address needs of the vulnerable groups like
Persons with Disabilities, Children and Elderly. The center is also
developing a booklet with design guidelines on barrier-free
schools in Hindi with illustrations, in association with an NGO
Arushi.

Another

upcoming

publication

of

CHCR

‗Uniting

Differences‘ is based on winning entries of a Design Competition
on Inclusive Design.

Activities of CHCR at SPA-Bhopal
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3. UNIVERSAL DESIGN FOR EXPLORING THE WORLD
HERITAGE SITES IN INDIA - NSDC-2012
Center for Human Centric Research in School of Planning and Architecture
Bhopal organized two National Student Design Competitions on Universal
Design (NSDC) together with Hands-on Workshops in 2011 and 2012. The
competitions were organized to explore alternative methods for teaching
universal design and accomplish student motivation for the subject. The
overall aim of the student competitions was to generate design solutions that
optimize the whole living environment so that everyone in the community
regardless of his limitations can participate equally. For NSDC 2012 ‘Universal
Design for Exploring the World Heritage Sites in India’, students attempted
design interventions in one of the twenty two protected world heritage sites in
India (cultural). The students were encouraged to think ‘out of box’ to develop
imaginative solutions for universal usability, retaining original fabric of world
heritage sites. The workshop was organized in collaboration with
Archaeological Survey of India (ASI), UNESCO (United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization), DRONAH (Development and Research
Organization for Nature, Arts and Heritage) Foundation and National
Association of Students of Architecture (NASA). The institute received
outstanding response for this competition from architecture and design
schools with about 170 registrations and 56 design entries. The upcoming
section will describe a few competition entries by SPA students for NSDC 2012,
on ‘Universal Design for Exploring the World Heritage Sites in India’.
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BHIMBETKA
CONTEXT:
Bhimbetka is a painted rock shelter of hill rocks, formed
of sandstones of Vindhyasagar group, one of the oldest
geological formations. Its cultural core is spread over an
area of 1892 hectares; it is within a wildlife sanctuary and
Abhinav C.
B.Arch.
student

surrounded

by

forest.

The

NSDC

brief

talks

about

‗Universal Design for exploring the World Heritage Sites in
India‘.

Thus

intervening

a

large

complex

site

as

Bhimbetka, which is spread over a considerable area,
necessitates a comprehensive view, a holistic approach
and
Sandeep
Verma
B.Arch.
student

a

strategy

that

relates

to

its

multidimensional

character. Therefore, the interventions proposed are as
under


It should benefit the society rather than providing a
short term gain.



It should have clear objectives, use proven methods
and materials, so as to preserve the cultural core

Thus after visiting the site a couple of times, the unique
AchyutSiddu
B.Arch.
student

character of the site was discovered. One thing which
made Bhimbetka very different from the other ‗world
heritage sites‘ was it being a natural heritage and not
manmade,

thus

puts

heritage

value

and

universal

accessibility on two opposite sides of the weighing
balance.
Vishal Ekka
B.Arch.
student
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DESIGN METHODOLOGY: (Please refer design sheets along with the
text)
It was only after the discussion with an official of the Archeological
Survey of India that our design methodology came out of the fog,
‗PRESERVE‘, ‗PROTECT‘ and ‗PRESENT‘.


The cultural core of Bhimbetka is spread in a Wildlife Sanctuary
and surrounded by protected forest and so forms an integral
part of the broad component of ecology and environment which
has naturally protected the cultural core. So, that makes up for
the ―PROTECT‖ aspect of the chalked out plan.



The cultural core for the trees is an essential buffer to the rock
shelters and paintings against the weathering effects of strong
dust laden winds. Hence, these are needed to be ―PRESERVED‖.



―PRESENTING‖ the site to the ―world‖.

ANALYSIS:
The people of the settlements in the immediate vicinity of the
cultural core depend on forest produce. Modernization is inevitable
but transformations have been at the cost of heritage of continuing
cultural traditions. While exploitation for timber directly destroys
forests, the depletion of forest covers results in the formation of
grasslands and a destruction of an ecosystem that has evolved and
survived hitherto undisturbed. This directly affects the cultural core
for the trees.
The second aspect obstructing the ―PRESERVE‖ plan is the entry of
visitors using fossil fueled vehicles inside the cultural core. From off
the NH12(Bhopal-Hoshangabad) the cultural core is about 3kms of
undulating steep uphill climb to the entrance of the site, this leads to
the increase in the torque of these vehicles exerting all of its
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capacity to enable locomotion. This leads to considerable emission of
gases which are a priority threat to the sites heritage.
This can be solved by restricting entry of fossil fueled locomotives
inside the cultural core, enabling the use of battery-operated/CNGoperated locomotives. Solving the first issue, the needs of the people
of the villages must be met through alternatives so that their
demands on the forest are satisfied and the pressure on the forest
and sanctuary are considerably lifted.
This is a long and intensive process and the methodology of our
design shouldn‘t drift away in this direction as it wouldn‘t lead to
anything important if the purpose of this competition is considered.
This leads to the final lead of the process which is ―PRESENTING‖
the site to the ―world‖. After all it‘s no ordinary heritage site……it is
a ―world heritage site‖. Thus, the world would want to see
―Bhimbetka‖ the way it was in the BC‘s. So freezing the site is what
is supposed to be done if things were to be put in a cheesy way. The
cultural core of Bhimbetka is the fundamental component of the
―accessible‖ site and is invaluable in content and potential.
The site exhibit‘s the symbolic relationship of man and nature. This
implies that the in-situ interventions should be minimal and focus
should be made on enhancing the site experience through solutions
which do not kill the heritage of the place. Therefore, the decision of
installing minimal in-situ intervention along with an accessibility
enhancing product has been taken.

DESIGN SOLUTION: (Please refer design sheets along with the
text)
1. It is the interpretation of the site‘s story to visitors where the
―heritage‖ of the site is brought to light. Interpretation makes the
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site come to life for the visitors, giving the site relevance and
importance. It reveals to visitors, in powerful and memorable ways,
the difference between ―old‖ and ―historic‖.


Thus, an interpretation/experience center of appropriate size
and

composition

is

proposed

at

a

convenient

location.

―BHIYANPURA‖ located at the foot of the NH12 highway has
been selected for this purpose. This location is selected as it is
near to the highway, at a respectable distance from the
sensitive zone of the core and has mythological significance
with historical remains of the ―Paramaras‖ of the 11 century.
2. Locomotion intervention:


Locomotives would be restricted near the experience center
itself and transportation to the cultural core of the site would
be through battery operated/ CNG dependent locomotives.

3. Substitute pathways would be marked out on the site


Alternate routes have been proposed along the existing routes



Routes are proposed through the 15 caves of Bhimbetka taking
into consideration the topography of the site, so that the
specially-abled

person

need

not

tediously

go

uphill

or

dangerously downhill.
4. Signage in the form of bollards


Proposed so as to navigate visitors efficiently along the site.



The

signage‘s

are

in

the

form

of

a

bamboo

logs

with

information on it to ensure enhanced navigation around the
site.
5. Pathway intervention:
Rubble stone along with cement mortar pathways have been laid out
by the ASI twenty two years back. The issue with the use of cement
mortar is that it develops major cracks, and with rubble stones they
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make the pathway an uneven surface to walk at major parts of the
access route. These pathways are also majorly hit by algae.


Thus this issue has been tackled by laying a layer of lime
mortar which is mixed with crushed sandstone and fly ash.



Not only does this solve the issue of uneven pathways but also
solves the issue of algae and major crack formation in case of
cement mortar.



The

use

of

lime

along

with

crushed

sandstone

also

complements the essence of the sandstone rock shelters.


As years pass, lime mortar gains strength so as to finally
become a monolith.



Fly ash acts as a pozzolan which enhances the mortar‘s
compressive strength and protects it from weathering.



On an event of cracking, the exposed mortar reacts with air to
recrystallize reducing the loss of strength.

6. Toilets:
Keeping in mind the number of tourists coming up to the site and
considering the sensitivity of the invaluable heritage of the cultural
core, installation of mobile toilets near the parking at the site along
with drinking water facilities has been proposed.
7. All-terrain wheelchair:
Installation of ramps to solve the issue of terrain would be a noninnovative/an easy way to enhance accessibility around the site. But
such interventions would create a ‗band-aid‘ effect on the site, and
thus in an action of enhancing the accessibility the heritage would
be destroyed. The NSDC brief encourages us to ―think out of the
box‖ ….. simple enough to put it in words. How simple is ―simple‖?
The aim was to create a ―simple‖ accessibility enhancing product
using available assistive technology. Brainstorming for solutions led
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our eyes to fall upon the wheelchair, thus clearing out our aim-―To
create a wheelchair that is adaptive to the uneven terrain of
Bhimbetka‖. Considering the fact that simplicity is not accomplished
by reducing complexity, the product was to be based on human
needs rather than technical difficulties. The existing wheelchair is an
incredible design serving the right purpose, but considering uneven
sites like Bhimbetka, it is the wrong context to use the present day
wheelchair.


Thus the ―all terrain wheelchair‖ is all about reinventing the
wheel so as to make it adaptive to the topography of
Bhimbetka.



The ―all terrain wheelchair is not only about aesthetics but very
much about the function. It‘s also about the enhancement of
self-esteem and self-respect as one would feel confident to
move about in most of the terrains outside.



Raising the passengers‘ eye level would also enhance potential
exchange of verbal communication thus making the ―all terrain
wheelchair‖ not only an innovative accessibility enhancer but
also a self-esteem enhancer.

REFERENCES:
[1] Information panel at Bhimbetka Site.
[2], [3] Bhimbetka: Archeological Survey of India available at
www.asi.nic.in
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DESIGN SHEETS:
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QUTUB MINAR COMPLEX
CONTEXT:
When we

initially

heard

about

the

NSDC

2012

design

competition , and the fact that the topic this time was physical
accessibility in the World Heritage Sites, the first thing that
came to our mind was wheelchairs and ramps, as I am sure
Ashwathy A.,
B.Arch
Student

90% of people would have thought. When our group decided
to take up the Qutub Minar complex as our site, a lot of people
told us that our selection was not a challenging one, as the
complex had already been made accessible to a certain level.
And frankly speaking, our decision to choose the complex was
also based on the fact that the work could be completed easily.

Praseeda M.,
B.Arch
Student

Little did we know that a vast challenge was waiting on the
other side of this decision.
We arrived at New Delhi for the site study. The first day, when
we reached the complex, all of us were sitting outside the
main gate, holding our maps and trying to figure out our
course of survey. A foreign tourist walked up to us and asked

Nimisha K.K.,
B.Arch.
Student

us ―Do you happen to be students of architecture?‖,

we

looked up and we saw that the man questioning us was none
other than Architect WeilAtres, the famous architect from
Netherlands, whose works we were pretty familiar with
through our college library. We took his presence as a golden
opportunity, thinking he would give us some tips that would

Meghna M.,
B.Arch.
Student

make our problem simpler. When we explained our design
problem to him, he asked us one simple question-What do you
mean by physically disabled? And that‘s when we realized that
physically disabled is something that has to do more than just
wheelchairs and ramps. It can mean various things, and we
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have tried to include solutions for as much universality in our design
as we could think of.

DESIGN METHODOLOGY: (Please refer design sheets along with
the text)
Pre site visit studies: We referred a few books on the history of
Qutub Minar, to find out more about the historical importance of the
different structures in the complex, so that no changes that may
affect the history of the place are made. And also to figure out the
basic layout of the structures of the Qutub Minar complex.
On site studies: We followed a 3 day methodology to cover the entire
site.

DAY 1: As tourists, we visited the site, to understand the problems
from an outsider‘s point of view. This approach helped us to figure
out the basic problems tourists face when they come to this place.
The same day, we interviewed the following categories of people
whom we found in the complex are facing difficulties:
1. A woman in a wheelchair: This lady in a wheelchair was having
difficulty in moving, as the surface was quite uneven. As a result of
this, she had to wait by herself at the entrance till her family
returned after seeing the complex. When asked for suggestions, she
said that if the flooring was smoothened out, wheelchair movement
could be much easier, as sufficient ramps for movement were
already provided.
2. Pregnant woman: We followed a pregnant lady as she went
around the site. At the end when we asked her how comfortable her
experience was, she told us that the high risers in all the sets of
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steps were making her movement difficult, as it is difficult to cope
with them while carrying.
3: An aged couple: Their problems were similar to those of the
pregnant woman. High risers were making it difficult for them to
climb to the higher structures.
Other than this, a lack of sufficient number of toilets, wheelchair
accessible toilets, drinking water facilities and cloak rooms were
some of the problems we discovered on the first day of study.

DAY 2: On the second day, we divided the entire site into different
zones, and did a zone to zone SWOT analysis of the entire site.
Zone 1: The parking lot, and the entrance area.
Zone 2: The Mughal gardens, and the area up to the Qutub Minar
Zone 3: The Qutub Minar, Iron pillar, Alai Minar, Alai Darwaza
Zone 4: Khilji‘s tomb, Illtutmish‘s tomb, the Madrasa (college)
Zone 5: Gardens and open areas on the side
Zone 1: The parking was vast, and there was sufficient space, but it
was on the opposite side of the road of the entrance, and vehicles
kept passing through the area, so the crossing was proving a little
dangerous. The same was the case with the ticket counter, as that
was also on the opposite side of the road.

The audio guide centre

had guides in many foreign languages, but not in local Indian
languages, and as we considered linguistic disability as a physical
disability, this was a huge drawback of the site. The information
board written in Hindi or English may be illegible to an Indian
unknown to these two languages
Zone 2: The entrance was accessible by all, and so was the checking
counter. The Mughal garden area and the mosque had smooth
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flooring so wheel movement was not difficult. But there were no
tactile

surfaces

provided

for

the

Blind,

nor

was

there

any

information board in Braille. The steps on the main plinth were
provided with a proper ramp too.
Zone 3:
The Qutub Minar:
The area around the minar was not feasible for any wheel
movement. The flooring had to be smoothened out. There were no
tactile surfaces for movement of the blind, which was a common
problem for the entire complex. Not enough information boards and
signage. A person looking at the minar could be easily confused as to
where to go next.
The Iron Pillar:
There was a ramp provided for easy movement to the Iron pillar
level from the level below, but there was a small level difference on
the level, and the flooring was extremely irregular. The flooring was
so problematic that even a perfectly normal person would not be
able to walk on it comfortably. There was no exit path for
wheelchairs to the other side, i.e., the side of the Alai Minar.
Alai Darwaza:
The entrance ramp to the darwaza is not of the proper gradient. The
ramp is not constructed of proper materials.
Movement of wheelchairs from the darwaza is not feasible as the
plinth level is too high, and ramps cannot be provided.
Alai Minar:
The approach to the alaiminar is fine, but the area around the minar
is not accessible for a wheelchair. The zone has no washrooms,
which is very important, as this is the main sightseeing zone.
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Zone 4: Level differences, sudden steps, high risers, and lack of
washrooms are the main problems in this zone. The rooms of the
madrasa can be utilized in various ways. A food kiosk can be
provided in the area.
Zone 5: This area has a few abandoned plinths which can be utilized
to various extents; one of the smaller plinths can be used to create a
small scaled model of the complex. The bigger plinth can be used to
create an amphitheater for a light and sound show of the history of
the Qutub Minar complex.
Swot Analysis of the Entire Site:
Strengths:
-Tactile surface at the entrance
-Special ticket counters for Indians, foreigners and physically
disabled
-Information centre (with audio guide)
-Recreational area
-Existing plinths
-Large green cover area, hence apt area for recreation
Weakness:
-Level differences
-High risers
-Uneven flooring
-Lack of signage
-No communication means (Braille inscriptions) for vision impaired
-Lot of dark corners such as graveyards, unidentified tombs
-Inconveniences caused by auto drivers and hawkers
Opportunity:
-No special disabled parking
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-No accessible ramps
-No kerb cuts
-Small entrances
-Slopes
-Location of washroom
-Level differences
-No signs or maps
-Uneven path
Threat:
-Vibrations caused by the traffic may harm the structure
-Area prone to lightning and thunder
-Structure prone to vandalism
-Natural erosion of the structure

DAY 3: The third day was spent in visiting the ASI (Archaeological
Survey of India) office, at Safdarjung Tomb, New Delhi, and also the
office of the organization ―Svayam‖ who had been responsible for
the current status of accessibility at the Qutub Minar complex, to
collect valuable information regarding the site.

DESIGN SOLUTIONS: (Please refer design sheets along with the
text)
-Proper ramps provided in all the necessary areas
-Flooring smoothened out for easy accessibility of wheelchairs and
prams
-Extra risers provided in between steps to help climbing motion
-Accessible toilets provided where necessary
-Golf car course provided for movement around the complex
-Seating facilities provided around the complex
37
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Suggestions to improve the quality of experience:
-Amphitheatre
-Scaled down model of the complex
-Pet garden near the tombs
-Food and book store kiosk
-Multi-purpose walking stick
-Multi lingual audio guides

DESIGN SHEETS:
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SANCHI
CONTEXT:
Sanchi known for its "Stupas", is a small village in Raisen
District of the state of Madhya Pradesh, India, it is located
46 km north east of Bhopal, and 10 km from Besnagar and
Vidisha in the central part of the state of Madhya Pradesh. It is
Abhishek S.
B.Arch.
student

the location of several Buddhist monuments dating from the
3rd century BCE to the 12th CE and is one of the important
places of Buddhist pilgrimage. Universal access is about
ensuring independence and dignity for all users entering and
using places. Our aim was to improve the accessibility of the
Sanchi for everyone and enhance the overall experience of the

Abhinav B.
B.Arch.
student

site.

DESIGN METHODOLOGY: (Please refer design sheets along
with the text)
Very first step was to access the site and cite the problem
areas. We opted for trip chain method and a user-based

NiteshVerma
.B.Arch.
student

approach. Trip chain method is apt till Stupa 1. And, then we
had to proceed with the user-based approach.
We zoned out the site and penned down the problem areas
with accessible and inaccessible regions, talked to local people
and the authorities to know more about the lacunas and
redressals whence forth. The site was segregated, and the

Navankur S.
B.Arch.
student

problem areas were tackled one at a time and, simultaneously
trying to improve visitor‘s experience.

ANALYSIS:
Various barriers were identified and categorised into following
heads:
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Organizational



Physical



Intellectual



Sensory



Social and cultural



Financial

Major emphasis has been laid over eradicating the physical barriers.

DESIGN SOLUTION: (Please refer design sheets along with the
text)
The accessibility till stupa 1 is good. It can be accessed by all using
the accessible pathway. But after that, accessibility is highly
hindered due to contours and change in topography.

Pathway:
We intervened into the site by developing a pathway with an even
gradient where shuttle carts could travel. These carts can carry any
physically

challenged

person

or

pregnant

women

to

travel

throughout the accessible path. Shelter stoppages are provided
along the route with proper seating and shaded areas. The width of
the pathways has been increased to nullify the hindrance caused due
to shuttle carts on pathways.

Ramps:
Proper gradient ramps at the entrance and the parking have been
provided to ensure easier circulation. The use of ramps at various
places within the site has been added to further help in the user
friendly approach. A ramp has been introduced with a gradient of
1:12 to deal with the level difference of 7.1 meters when we walk
from stupa 1 to the monastery leading to the Stupa 2. The proper
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gradient of ramp will not only serve the shuttle carts‘ easier
movement but will also prove beneficiary in the movement of
standard user.

Ropeway:
Another design intervention done at the site is the introduction of an
aerial ropeway. It is one of the most efficient and feasible type of
system for carrying people at high gradients or slopes. The ropeway
has been provided from bottom of the Sanchi complex hill and can be
used conveniently by people visiting Sanchi without any vehicle.

Signage:
The

main

purpose

of

signage

is

communication,

to

convey

information such that its receiver can make cognitive decisions
based on the information provided. The site lacked signage, so a
signage has been designed with particular pictograms and platforms
of suitable height(s) for no visual barriers and legibility.

Three

major types proposed are as under:
(a) Informational: signs giving information locating main spots,
services and facilities, e.g. maps.
(b) Directional: signs leading to services, facilities, functional spaces
and key areas, e.g., sign posts, directional arrows for toilets,
drinking water etc.
(c) Identificational: signs indicating services and facilities, e.g.,
room names & numbers, toilet signs, etc.
There‘s already a provision of audio compasses at the site, we
basically have improvised it by adding GPS to it. These GPS enabled
audio compasses can guide the user to the entire site, visually
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impaired will be benefitted as this will enable them to know the
distance too. For better GPS, local transmitters are added to the
entire site in a grid pattern to facilitate the precise calculation of the
distance.
(d) Toilets and public facilities: Proper considerations have been
taken into account for the public facilities like the toilets and water
coolers. Extended pathways with tactile flooring and handrails have
been designed. A universally designed path has been the main
objective which leads to a perfect toilet area designed for physically
challenged, keeping in mind the wheelchair circulation within the
toilet, washbasin height, WC height, handrail and other supporting
rails both vertically and horizontally.

DESIGN SOLUTION: (Please refer design sheets along with the
text)
We made some design interventions to make the Sanchi complex
more accessible by feasible techniques and simple mechanisms. We
aim to make the complex fully accessible and user friendly by simple
approach. We also took into considerations the overall prospect of
the heritage site e.g. aerial ropeway would provide an excellent view
point of the high stupas and thus acting as an excellent way to
improve tourism.

SHEETS: (continued in next page)
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CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI TERMINUS, MUMBAI
CONTEXT:
Built by the East India Company in 19th century, situated in
the southern part of Mumbai, Maharashtra, Chhatrapati
Shivaji Terminus is one of the busiest railway stations in
Noopur K.,
B. Arch.
Student

India, and serves suburban Mumbai commuters as well as the
passengers of central railways.

Varsha C.,
B. Arch.
Student

Prerna
Jindal, B.
Arch.
Student

Presently this historic building serves as the headquarters of
the central railways, and is supposed to be converted into a
museum soon after it has been declared a world heritage site
in 2004.
With its cathedral like facade, the train station is a historical

Sushil
Kumar, B.
Arch.
Student

landmark of Mumbai and is arguably the finest example of
the city's Gothic buildings.

Its remarkable stone dome,

turrets, pointed arches and eccentric ground plan are close to
traditional

Indian

palace

architecture.

Italian

marble,

sandstone and limestone are the materials originally used in
the building.
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DESIGN METHODOLOGY: (Please refer design sheets along with
the text)
There are a number of shortcomings in the accessibility of the area
like Parking area, Entrance way, suburban railways platforms. For
the analysis of problem areas, we searched for the information
about the site from the internet, from local public etc.
With the help of marked spaces on the map, we analyzed each area
for its shortcomings and prepared a list. Our survey was done in
two parts: The survey was conducted with few points on focus:


Studying the connectivity of the site.



Check if the entrances to the site are universally
accessible or not.



Study the circulation pattern inside the heritage
building, for all types of users.



Classifying the users: the able bodied people, the
especially abled, the pregnant, the elderly and the kids.



Studying the toilets and water facilities with respect to
its location and accessibility by different
categories of users.

The platform and the main heritage building
(The area enclosed in red boundary is the
platform.)
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ANALYSIS:
1) Entrances: not universally accessible, since all entries are
through staircases, from platforms as well as through main
entrance.
2) Circulation: not smooth for all types of users, because of many
abrupt level differences.
3) Toilets: not universally designed.
4) Stairs: improper railings and handrails, as well as insufficient
lighting.
5) Information boards: not at all installed.

DESIGN SOLUTION: (Please refer design sheets along with the
text)
A) ENTRANCES


Entrances to the site:
1) Main entrance into the museum (entry 1)
2) Entrance through the railway platform (entry 2)



Entrances to the building:
1) Ramps on the 1st and the last entrances (ramp 1 and 2) of
the railway platform: These ramps are of slope 1: 15, hence
making the span of the ramp 13.5 meters for 0.9 meter of the
platform height.
2) Ramp at the main porch (ramp 3): This is ‗l‘ shaped ramp
again with a complete length of 13.5 meters.
3) Ramp at the side porch (ramp 4): Again a ramp of 13.5
meters length.
4) Providing railings of height of 0.80 meters to the ramps.
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Entrances to the halls:
1) Connecting halls into a large one and providing only one
entry to it.
2) Providing slope of 1:20 to the entrance.
B) STAIRS



Railings and handrails:
1) Providing hand rails on both the sides of the staircase with
extra gripping devices.
2) Providing extra handrail at a lower height for kids.
3) Providing extra movable clutch for the elderly on the
railings.



Lighting:
Provide cove lighting on the bottom side of the handrails to
lighten up the staircase. LEDs will be used inside the coves of
stainless steel railing that will be encased in a wooden covering
to

match

the

environment

of

the

heritage

building.

Manufactured by many companies, like micro star railings and
prestige railings etc., these led lights are available in 12v.
Being completely waterproof and encased in a type 316
stainless steel housing, these led lights are able to stand up to
the most demanding environments. This railing light is both a
functional and creative lighting alternative.


Flooring with Tactile mapping:
1) Making pathways throughout the heritage building to
provide free circulation of the vision impaired.



Installation:
Rubber sheet roll of 0.5 mm thickness will be used for the
proposed tactile mapping throughout the building, which can
be installed by two ways:
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1) By using a double sided tape made especially for this
purpose, with extra strong gum.
2) By gluing it to the sub flooring i.e. the existing flooring.

DESIGN SHEETS:
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HUMAYUN‘S TOMB
CONTEXT:
Exemplifying the formative stage of the Mughal structural
style,

Humayun's

Tomb

stands

as

a

landmark

in

the

development of Mughal architecture, and also represents the
earliest extant specimen of the Mughal scheme of the garden
Pritam Roy,
B. Arch.
Student

tomb, with causeways and channels. It is well developed
specimen of the double domed elevation with kiosks on grand
scale. This building is the precursor of Taj Mahal. Humayun's
tomb is the architectural achievement of the highest order.
Humayun's tomb is the tomb of the Mughal Emperor Humayun.
The tomb was commissioned by Humayun's wife Hamida Banu

TiyasT.M.,
B. Arch.
Student

Begum in 1562 AD, and designed by Mirak Mirza Ghiyath, a
Persian architect in 1569-70 at a cost of 1.5 million rupees. It
was later used for the burial of various members of the ruling
family and contains some 150 graves. It has been aptly
described as the necropolis of the Mughal dynasty. It was the
first garden-tomb on the Indian subcontinent, and is located in

Abhishek
Pal, B. Arch.
Student

Nizamuddin East, Delhi, India.
The tomb was declared a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1993
and since then has undergone extensive restoration work,
which is still underway. Besides the main tomb enclosure of
Humayun,

several

smaller

monuments

dot

the

pathway

leading up to it. The tomb complex of Isa Khan pre-dates the
SoumitDey,
B. Arch.
Student

main tomb more than 20 years, constructed in 1547 AD. Within
the enceinte to the south-east of Humayun‘s Tomb there is a
fine square tomb of 1590-91, known as the Barber‘s Tomb.
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OBJECTIVE:
How many disabled users and elderly are able to go where they want
to go? Are their special needs met in the places they visit? Are they
treated with dignity and equality like others? To answer these
questions with our sensibility of design we made an attempt to make
a world heritage site accessible for all; design it universally.
The objective was to attempt design intervention in one of the
twenty two protected world heritage sites in India (cultural) in our
respective zones. We were to develop imaginative design solutions
for universal usability, retaining the original fabric of the world
heritage sites. Our design intervention may range from a product to
a whole site experience, with an intention to meet different levels of
challenges for diverse users in the site.

DESIGN METHODOLOGY: (Please refer design sheets along with
the text)


To make the entire complex universally accessible, and not only
concentrating on the accessibility of certain premeditated path
that the tourist is expected to take.



Placing ourselves in the shoes of the disabled person to
experience the surroundings and understand the problems
faced by them.



Examining the present amenities provided to aid a disabled
person and to check if there is any scope of improvement.

DESIGN SOLUTION: (Please refer design sheets along with the
text)
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To

help

the

visitors

visiting

this

monument,

we

did

some

interventions. These interventions are as follows:


Since this area serves as an entrance point of the Humayun‘s
Tomb complex and is centrally located within the project area it
is proposed to locate a new interpretation center in the area
partially occupied by the parking lot.



A counter or service center to be built near the parking area to
avail the wheelchairs for the movement- impaired persons,
along with which a volunteer or an attendant, if needed.



We propose that the parking area ramps are such that they
have enough gradient for the smooth movement of the
wheelchairs.



We also propose that a tactile surface is laid in the site
thoroughly such that the vision impaired people do not find it
difficult to move. The tactile surfaces which are readily
available could be used for the path from the parking to the
ticket counter.



For the path up to the gate prior to the west gate of the
Humayun‘s Tomb, we propose the tactile surface to be custom
built of concrete and brick structures such that it blends with
the pathway which is made of concrete. On this pathway, on
the right side stands the Isa Khan‘s Tomb and on the left
stands the Bu-Halima Garden and Tomb. For the Char Bagh the
tactile surfaces would be sandstone laid to make it blend with
the natural surroundings of the Humayun‘s Tomb. The textures
should be clear enough to make it usable for the needed and to
blend with the natural surroundings.



After entering the west gate, one would find it difficult to climb
the stairs with riser height of 300mm. This makes the
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locomotion of the movement impaired people difficult here.
Thus they remain deprived of the visit to the exhibition hall. We
suggest that a ramp along with a platform in the middle to be
built at this place. This particular type of ramp would rise up to
the platform with a gradual slope and then it would be
bifurcated, with one slope entering the exhibition room. The
slope again with a smooth gradient makes a person to enter
directly to the Char Bagh.


The kind of ramp stated above would have tactile surface for
the easy locomotion of the visually impaired persons.



As one enters the Char Bagh, both the visually impaired person
and the movement impaired person would find it difficult to
reach the Humayun‘s Tomb. The slab which covers the drains
for the easy movement of the persons, are actually small to
carry out the wheel chairs. Moreover

there are no tactile

surfaces in the whole char bagh for the flow of the visually
impaired people. We suggest that the causeway slabs should
be made wider enough for the wheelchair to travel on it and an
even tactile surface discussed above to be laid in the char bagh
for the flow of the visually impaired people.


The plinth level of the Humayun‘s Tomb is high enough. The
movement impaired people cannot climb this up, neither can
they go to the first floor height. We suggest a ramp with a
rubber platting on both the sides for the grip of the wheelchair.
The ramps are to be fixed in the chamfered corner of the plinth
and the ramps should be made of glass so that the immediate
surroundings of the tomb are intact and the original surface
view is not blocked by the intervention.
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To make the possibility of the locomotion of the movement
impaired people to the first floor, we propose a stair wall
handrail lift. The wheel chair can stand on the platform of this
inclined lift. The platform is foldable and thus covers a
minimum area and blending with the environment.

REFERENCES:
www.archnet.com
www.zomato.com
www.nizammuddinrenewal.org
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Humayun%27s_Tomb
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Universal_design
http://www.scribd.com
Goldsmith, Selwyn. (2000). UNIVERSAL DESIGN. Taylor and
Francis.

DESIGN SHEETS: (continued in next page)
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4. UNIVERSAL DESIGN FOR COMPOSITE REGIONAL CENTER FOR
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES, INDIA- NSDC-2011

The National Student Design Competition for Universal Design was floated in October
2010 and culminated in a workshop in March 2011. The institute received tremendous
response for this competition from architecture and design schools with about eighty
registrations and thirty design entries. The registered student teams prepared their
designs based on the design brief and in consultation with their faculty advisors. The
teams were also provided with a list of books, websites and other online resources on
universal design to make their challenge an informed attempt. The two best
competition entries were awarded and all shortlisted entries were displayed as an
exhibition for the professionals for wider dissemination. The event was organized in
collaboration with National Institute of Orthopedically Handicapped, Kolkata, which
is an apex organization in the area of locomotor disability, under Ministry of Social
Justice and Empowerment, Government of India. The upcoming section has included
a few competition entries for NSDC 2011, for which SPAB students designed a
building for Composite Regional Center at a site in Patna, which served as a model
example of Universal Design in India.
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CRC- I: DHRAMA-KARMA-ARTHA-MOKSHA
CONTEXT:
The purpose of our design is to create a built environment
which is friendly to all users, with or without functional
disabilities. Our priority was to initiate equality in our
design process. A very prolonged approach has been made
Nayan S.,
B. Arch.
student

to design a model example of universal design in which,
with the aid of technology, we have tried to create a
balance between the natural and modern built environment.
The major challenge was to uproot the wrong notions about
universal design which is generally observed in people and
to create awareness amongst them.

Nandini B.,
B. Arch.
student

DESIGN METHODOLOGY:
The entire design process was carried out through a series
of objectives; a case study of CRC Bhopal was done.
Drawing inferences from the case study, the study of the
prevailing climatic conditions of the provided site, becoming

Manas
Ranjan, B.
Arch.
student

familiar with the different types of disabilities, designing
aids to counter them, and finally designing a building which
is universally accessible were major steps in the design
methodology.

Sourav Das,
B. Arch.
student

Fig 1.1: case study Composite
Regional Centre Bhopal
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DESIGN SOLUTION:
Every individual experiences a fair life span irrespective of his
disability. According to the Gita, the life of any human being is
divided into four parts: Dharma (acceptance of religion), Artha
(preservation of possessions, Karma (duty towards the world) and
Moksha (salvation). Our design very well reflects the journey of a
man from his formation to his salvation and captures the four stages
in any human‘s life. It is as much philosophical as it is technical. The
very deep philosophy of human life thus suggests that we shift our
perspective to one which is equal to all.

Fig 2.1 Dharma

Fig 2.2 Karma

Fig 2.4 Moksha
Fig 2.3 Artha
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The building is a composition of four blocks – the service, the
academic, the ramp & multipurpose hall, and the administrative.

SERVICE
BLOCK ON
GROUND
FLOOR

CENTRALLY
LOCATED RAMP
AND
MULTIPURPOSE
HALL

ACADEMIC
BLOCK ON
FIRST FLOOR

ADMINISTRATIVE BLOCK
NEAR THE MAIN ENTRY
Fig 3.1: 3-D view of the Building

Fig 3.3: floor plans

Fig 3.2: the site plan

Fig 4.1: south east elevation
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The elevations of the building are seen in figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. A
section is shown in fig4.4.

Fig 4.2: North West elevation

Fig 4.3: south west elevation

Fig 4.4: a section through the building

In the process, a lot of innovations in terms of aesthetics and
technicalities have been included for the differently abled people. A
straight pathway has been provided through the entire building as
seen in the plans (fig 3.3). A ramp of slope 1:12 with a landing after
every 6000 mm and a stair lift are the means of vertical circulation
(fig 5.1).
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Fig 5.1 the pentagram shaped
ramp

Fig 5.2: fan shaped classroom

Window sill level, height of handrails and the width of doors have
been decided as an average for a person sitting on a wheelchair and
an ambulant person. Fan shaped classrooms have been provided (fig
5.2). The provision of a separate section for the blind has been
made. The reception desk in the administrative block has been
designed in two levels for the ease of people (fig 5.3).

Fig 5.3: reception desk

Fig 5.4: universally designed toilet

With the help of technology, we have come up with a toilet which is
universally accessible, with special equipment like a rotating lever
arm and an adjustable mirror (fig 5.4).
The height of the bulletin boards (fig 5.6) and water coolers have
been decided keeping in mind the comfort of the users. The water
coolers have colored buttons with Braille pads on them (fig5.5).
Almirahs with circular sliding doors have been installed, where doors
slide inside the almirah to minimise the movement while opening it
(fig5.7). Windows having tables in front of them have been provided
with levers which project outwards for opening the louvers.
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Fig 5.5: water cooler

Fig 5.6: bulletin
board

Fig 5.7: almirahs with circular
shaped doors

The pathfinder which is an easy- to-operate locating system has
been provided at several nodes to serve as an auditory and visual aid
for people (fig 5.8). The machine has a display unit and works with a
tape recorder, has keys with Braille pads and is coded with
complimentary colours. The relative distances of one place to
another are stored in the machine and the keys contain the names of
the places.

Fig 5.8: the pathfinder

Fig 6.1: use of recycled rubber on the ramp

Innovation in terms of material applicability lies in the use of
recycled rubber on the ramp to increase the rolling friction between
the tracks of the ramp and the tyres of a wheelchair, providing
traction while turning it (fig 6.1).
Also tactile tiles laid along the pathway change their orientation
after every 1000 mm distance for helping a visually impaired person
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to calculate the distance he has covered (fig 6.2). The tiles have a
different color and surface texture at the junctions (fig 6.3).

Fig 6.2: tactile tiles as the
flooring material

Fig 6.3: tiles at junctions

Fig 7.1: diffused light in the
central courtyard through the
louvered roof

For ventilation and natural lighting, wooden as well as synthetic
louvers have been used. Glass has been used in slant angles to
radiate heat for controlling the indoor temperature. A tetrahedronshaped roof over the central courtyard with louvered openings
provides a central courtyard style of air circulation (fig7.1).
A total schematic diagram of the entry and escape of air is shown in
fig 7.2.

Entry of cool air

Inlet of air in the building

Transition of hot
to cool air

Escape of hot air through
louvered roof

fig 7.2: total schematic diagram of the inlet and outlet of air
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The transition in the building from the geometrical forms to the
organic style in the administrative block represents the transition of
one‘s restrained life to salvation.

REFERENCES:
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CRC II: ACHIEVING ‗UNIVERSALITY‘ IN DESIGN
CONTEXT:
Universal design means that the products which are
universally

accommodating;

they

conveniently

cater

requirements of all their users. On the route towards this
goal, the product that are designed primarily for the mass
market of able-bodied people, could be
Gaurav
Sinha, B.
Arch. student

refined and

modified, so that it would suit all its other potential users
including people with disabilities. Good design is for
everyone, it is good for especially/differently abled people
too.
Universal Design in Architecture serves all levels of the
eight-level pyramid (Goldmith, 2000). With regards to

Govinda A.,
B. Arch.
student

public buildings, if usable by all kinds of people, it is the
route to universal design.


In row 1 at the foot of the eight-level pyramid are fit and
agile people, those who can run and jump, leap up stairs,
climb perpendicular ladders, dance exuberantly and carry
loads of heavy baggage.

Soham
Sinha, B.
Arch. student



In row 2 are the generality of normal adult able-bodied
people, those who, while not being athletic, can walk
wherever needs or wishes may take them, with flights of
stairs not troubling them.



In row 3 are the main, also, normal able-bodied people,
and in the public realm the architect frequently fails them.



In row 4 are elderly people who, although perhaps going around
with a walking stick, do not regard themselves as being ‗disabled‘.
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The people in row 6 are independent wheelchair users.

CASE STUDIES:
Case study in SOS village at Bhopal and in CRC Bhopal was done.
This gave an overall idea about universal design. Following is an
account of the special features in the case-studies:
Parking & Walk-Way:


Parking for general public was as per basic standards.



Parking for the disabled was very close to the entrance of
the building.



Dedicated spaces were allotted for the disabled and they
were inviting for them.



The access for visually impaired people was not up to the
standards.



The access path had lots of hindrances.



There was one way entrance and the parking was on both
the sides of the road.



The footpath dedicated to the visually impaired people had
markers on only one side.



Good thing was that topographic map was available with
Braille patterns for persons with visual disability.

Entry:
•

The entrance was a metal gate with a guard room towards the
right.

•

The parking shed was visible.

•

The entrance path was demarcated with green surroundings so
it was inviting.
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There was only one way entrance.

•

Accessibility aspects were not effectively considered.
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•

Especially visually impaired persons cannot access the building
without assistance.

The administrative wing:
•

There was a registration office for the new recruits, trainers
and the patients.

•

Disability Information Line was available, which contained the
database of:
-

Available facilities to the disabled people.

-

All the registered patients and their profile updates.

-

It was mainly providing awareness to the new patients
who were ignorant about the available facilities that they
can avail provided by the Government of India.

The office had the managers, accountants and multi skill experts. It
also had Lecture halls, Library and Common training hall for the
recruits and the trainers.
Waiting and Reception:
•

There was one main reception cum waiting area just after the
porch entrance.

•

There was a dedicated administrative block with a conference
hall and a room dedicated for disability information line which
was their database management system

•

All the different wings dedicated to different activities had their
own dedicated offices.

•

The interrelationship and circulation outside and inside was
very effective.

•

Use of contrasting colours was done to highlight the paths for
the visually challenged people.

•
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•

Guide rails were installed in to the walls all around the
building.

•

There was a difference in the texture of material at all
junctions and turnings to let the visually impaired people know
that they have to turn in some direction.

CRC-PATNA:
Patna is the capital of the state of Bihar, and the second largest city
of Eastern India just after Kolkata. Patna is also one of the oldest
inhabited places of the world. Ancient Patliputra was the capital of
the Magadha Empire. The city blessed by rivers Ganga, Son, and
Gandak is approximately 25 km long and 9 to 10 km wide. Buddhist,
Sikhs, Hindu and Jain pilgrim centre of Bodhgaya, Nalanda, Rajgir
and Vaishali are situated in Patna.
The Composite Regional Centre would be an all in one Centre for
specially-abled people; the given site is situated near the Indira
Gandhi Institute of Medical Science, Patna. The plot is divided into
two parts by link road. The challenge was to create a building,
specially made for differently-abled people with an education centre,
hospital and multipurpose auditorium. To make such a multipurpose
building according to universal design theory, we have to get a look
on the concept of universal design.
The universal design precept is that the accommodation parameters
of normal provision should be extended as far as possible, thereby
minimizing the need for special provision for people with disabilities.
The query here is what is meant by ‗normal‘ and what by ‗special‘.
Three tests may be applied to assess the reasonableness of such
special provision as is proposed in the course of designing of a
building. The first is that it will be of genuine value to the disabled
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people it is intended to benefit. The second is that it is not
inconvenient to other users of the building; this applies other than
where the advantages for its intended beneficiaries outweigh the
disadvantages caused to others.
DESIGN SOLUTION: (Please refer design sheets along with the text)
Proposed design focuses on many aspects related to the universal
design theory.


The planning of the building has been given utmost importance.
Different areas have been demarcated and all related things
kept together to ease the users.



Several access points have been given in the building to
minimize

the

travelling

distances

for

the

persons

with

disabilities and provide them with extra comfort of travelling
less in the premises.


A

long

continuous

corridor

has

been

provided

for

easy

horizontal motion, which is acting like a central spine.


The multipurpose hall is evolved from a fruit basket which has
number of vertical and horizontal sticks making it a nest kind
of a structure.



Bay windows have been provided which give access to north
and glazing light, thus providing a cooler sun in the hot and
temperate zone of Patna.



Different materials are used in different sections of the
building-Academic, Administrative, Hospital, to help the user
identify each block distinctively.



An open library is provided on first floor. The main concept of
‗open library‘ is based on its functionality that the themes
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written on the books are clearly visible, which helps to attract
people towards them.


The concept behind the design is based on spirituality and
hope. A ‗TREE OF HOPE‘ has been placed inside the building to
make people believe that they are no less important and that
there is always a better world for them.

REFERENCES:


Goldsmith, Selwyn (1997). Designing for the Disabled – The
New Paradigm. Architectural Press, Oxford, p 174.



Templar, John (1992). The Staircase: Studies of hazards, falls
and safer design, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, USA, p 26, Department of the Environment (1992)



Sanitary provision for people with special needs, Volume 2(1),
p 174, Department of the Environment, London.



Sanitary provision for people with special needs, Volume 2(1),
p178, Department of the Environment, London.

DESIGN SHEETS:
ELEVATIONS, SECTIONS AND VIEWS:
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First Floor Plan

View 1

View 3

View 2

Section
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South-East Elevation

View 4

Vie
w6

View 5

North-East Elevation

South-West Elevation
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Section

View 7
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CRC III: HUMANOLIC
CONTEXT:
The concept of the building is ―HUMANOLIC‖ which has
been inculcated in design through the theme of ―FORM
FOLLOWS FEELING‖.
Humanolic:
This term represents the state of human being when one
Rushank V. M.,
B. Arch.
Student

starts feeling human. If we are designing a ‗building for
all‘ that simply mean that the building belongs to all.
There is a human sense, which is with everyone in this
universe, if he is alive, and that is ―Feeling‖. The design
that makes everyone feel that the building is not for a
special group of people but for all. A building that fulfills
the ―needs of all‖ physically and aesthetically, and create

Akshay Gupta,
B. Arch.
Student

an environment which is live and energetic. For example,
entering in the lobby, when we look on the sculpture and
the strings/cables holding ramp, it unknowingly develop a
feeling of support for life and the power of life. The main
principle of concept is ―to serve the users in the best
possible way‖ because building is not only the walls and
the roof but the environment inside. How many times we

Prateek Singh,
B. Arch.
Student

feel patriotic in our regular life, but when we go to India
Gate or Rajghat, a sense of being an Indian springs in.
This is the Humanolic behavior of the structure which
makes you to believe so.

Form follows feelings:
The design not only fulfills the functional requirements but also the
feelings, and the functions which are derived from the feelings like
care, strength, hard work, happiness, etc. The orientation of the
79
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entire interior space is such that one can easily find out his/her
department of interest from the entry of the lobby, at the same time
he is free to move and help himself in the building. The use of design
elements adds value in aesthetics, low cost and functionality.

CASE STUDIES:
Following are the important observation gathered from the case
studies of CRC Bhopal and SOS Village Bhopal

Figure 1: The guide rail is
provided with Braille script.
This guides visually impaired to
walk throughout the campus.

Figure 3: The guiding handrails are
placed throughout the corridors and
wall.

Figure 2: Contrasting colors are used for wall
finishing, this help people with visual impairments
in identification of spaces.
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DESIGN SOLUTION: (Please refer design sheets along with the text)
We came across to solution through the origin of a poem and seven
principles of Universal Design (NCSU, 1997).
We step ahead for the future,
While we dream for the past,
For making the present mature,
We think for this, and reach
Which is so called “I am”?
To make myself capable...
For making a new generation,
We hope into the Architecture,
To make our environment all free
from obstacles,
To rise in the dusk and for the new
hopes,
And make them believe in
themselves...

Figure 4: CONCEPT

I think Architecture as a new born
child,
Who can mould for you and to you,
So this age gone and a new age
come,
For the environment and me,
I dream for this...
A human inside you is a human
inside me,
As you think for life I do,
So once again be human and think
for it,
The ultimate goal of us being
“humanolic”.
By: - Rushank V Mishra

We tried to make the built environment as helpful as possible, so
one can easily communicate with the outer world. Flooring pattern
of the plan are in different colors. Hand rails have been provided
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with the walls to guide the user. The energy used in the entire
building is as less as possible. Option for lift has been provided for if
building is made taller in future. The lawn or the courtyard provided
inside the building brings nature inside it.
The ramp is hanging on the string and wires from the roof. Fiber
glass translucent dome allows daylight and ventilation in the lobby
area. The courtyard in the building is to balance the internal
temperature and air movement; sun breakers at tilted angle in south
west are designed to break the direct noon and evening sun. The
plates in the front increase the pressure of air and cool it down. The
front green terrace garden increases the value in aesthetics.

Figure 5: SITE PLAN

Figure 6: GROUND FLOOR PLAN
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Figure 7: FIRST FLOOR PLAN

The multipurpose room is placed in the first floor adjoining to the
open terrace which
accommodates

the

open

air

activities

too.

The

function

performed

in

multipurpose

the
room

is related to all the
Figure 8: Open area or terrace adjoining to the
multipurpose room

students and staff, so the orientation of the room is not bothering
the visitors.
Material- Exposed brick work is used in the facade of building. Sun
breakers and chajjas are provided at an angle to break the direct sun
in the building. Car parking allows wheel chair user to park the car
and move in the area which is totally accessible. Use of glass is
limited only for visibility and light. Over exposure through glass is
ignored to make spaces clearer to all.
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1. DOOR
Sliding Door- The door
slides and gives comfort
to the user. The long
handle allows holding it
from

different

heights

and the glass manages
the visibility.
Figure 9

2. RAMP & HANDRAIL DETAILS
Handrail is provided at different
heights which allows the user to
use it and the direction board is
attached along with it in braille
script, useful for those who are
Figure 10

visually impaired.

3. RAMP
The

material

used

in

the

ramp is non-slippery and the
ratio of the ramp is 1:12
which

allows

accessibility.
different

easy

Handrail

heights

makes

at
it

more comfortable.
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TOILET FIXTURES
Water Closet - The handles at different heights enhances the
usability. Similarly, a long grab-bar increases the efficiency of the
urinals for the people with disability.

Figure 12

Figure 13

WASH BASIN
The wash basin is designed in such a
way that it can be moved upwards and
downwards, helping users of different
height and mirror too can be rotated as
per the requirement.

OTHER DESIGN ELEMENT
Mural: Wall mural is used as path
direction for those who can
identify this, simultaneously,
enhances the interior value
Figure 14

without any special treatment.
Figure 15
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VIEWS

Figure 17

Figure 18

Figure 19

Figure 20
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Figure 21
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5. RESEARCH, DOCUMENTATION AND DESIGN
INITIATIVES ON SOCIAL-ECONOMIC-CULTURAL
EQUITY
...“The problem is not how to wipe out all
differences, but how to unite with all differences
intact.” - Rabindranath Tagore... Universal Design in
India needs to address diversity as well as socio
economic disparity that will define its width and
depth in Indian context. The upcoming section has
included some students’ research, documentation
and design works to address Social Equity by Design.
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HUDCO TROPHY FOR URBAN POOR

CONTEXT:
Ever since the commencement of human civilisation,
vulnerability has been a part and parcel to the weaker
sections of the communities who have spent their entire
lives in suffering and agony due to some reason or other.
Kapil Sinha
B.Arch
student

Even after 5000 years of existence it has been difficult to
get rid of the concept and after effects of susceptibility.
As for India with over 500 class-1 cities that account for
the second largest population in the world which is
supposed to surpass China by year 2025 has been
steadily growing in urban context, has given rise to

Devvrat C.
B.Arch
student

homelessness to less blessed people of our society.
Homelessness, caused as a series of unconditional factor
occurring algorithmically within an unsolicited flowchart
can be termed as strategically planned phenomenon
rather than being a perceived state of life. As per urban
context, in the recent 10 years, Indian cities have
encountered with an all-time high rate of migration from

Skand K.Shah
B.Arch
student

rural areas where people come in search of employment
and becoming economically resilient. On the other hand
such has not been the case.
Though New Delhi, the national capital of India accounts
for more than 55000 people that are susceptible to

Ritika Saraf
B.Arch
student
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living in a night shelter. India being a developing nation
has a great majority of people under the line of poverty.
These people are deprived of the adequate access in
basic needs of life such as health, education, housing
food,

security,

employment,

justice

and

inequity.

Moreover these are unidentified people in the urban

Shrivan W.
B.Arch
student

context as they do not account for the net gross
population in the urban context of the country. Homeless
people mainly are skilled and unskilled workers, rickshaw
pullers, hawkers, beggars who were not as providential
in their skill for being employed. As a matter of fact it is
sad to notice that 20% of this population has spent at

Kartikeya S.
B.Arch
student

least 7 years of their life in such inhumane conditions.

AIM AND PURPOSE:
The design aimed at creating a homeless shelter within a
class 1 city of India which could cater to the needs of at
least 100 homeless people. The design brought in the

Siddhartha
Yadav
B.Arch
student

sense of belongingness for it was equally challenging to
design for homeless and help and sustain them in the
society.

WHY DELHI?
Homelessness as a problem is a nationwide disgrace to
Anil
Chaudhary
B.Arch
student

the largest democracy in the world. New Delhi, a class 1
city was chosen to confront this issue so as to send out a
clear message to other cities who could not cater the
needs of these less privileged people. In initial study it
was also concluded that the city has far been neglecting
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the population of homeless people which forms a major chunk of the
society.
METHODOLOGY: (Please refer design sheets along with the text)
The identification of homeless people was the foremost obstacles as
no one really knew as to where they lived. It was later concluded
that their places included footpaths, under-bridge passes, downtown areas, railway stations and bus stops where they did their daily
jobs during days while spent their nights nearby. Since Delhi is a
tactically planned city, neither it was possible to cut out areas in the
middle of the city and assign them plots nor it was feasible to take
such

a

mass

population

outside

city.

Finally

after

thorough

brainstorming it was realised that Delhi accounts for more than 1500
flyovers within its vicinity which never utilized the spaces below it.
Every flyover had a sufficient space that could serve the purpose of
at least 50 people in a well-planned approach. The final site chosen
to create a prototype was one such flyover at ISBT, Kashmere Gate
which had enough space for 100 people.
DESIGN CONCEPT: (Please refer design sheets along with the text)
Since the design was below the flyover, natural shade was but
obvious, but there was an urgent need to minimize the noise from
the road traffic and tackling the water logging as Delhi faces heavy
rainfall every year. Basic design intervention solved our structural
problem when the prototype for 100 was elevated on numerous
stilts with ramps running on its periphery. As for noise, they were
tackled using perforated bill boards which minimized the noise levels
on the inside of the module. While the design was more about
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functionality, all the aspects were kept in mind while evolving it as
the design should bring out belongingness and not discrimination of
any sorts.
DESIGN SHEETS:

THE PROPOSED PROTOTYPES
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INDIGENOUS ARCHITECTURE OF TODA TRIBE
THE TODAS
This paper presents documentation
study

of

a

vulnerable

isolated

ethnic tribe in India. During this
Nimisha K. K.,
B. Arch. student

study

we

found

out

various

amazing facts about the people of
this unique tribe, who are believed
to be the descendants of the early
Dravidians. The undulating plateau

Praseeda M.,
B. Arch. student

of

The

Nilgiris,

in

the

Western

Ghats, in Tamil Nadu, a southern
state of India, is where the Todas
Nitesh Verma
B.Arch.student

and other smaller tribal groups like the Badagas and
the Kotas survive. Their population was around 900 to
1100 during the last century. Toda people live in loose
settlements called ―mund‖, merged in the natural
Rolling Meadows and shola forests of the Nilgiris. They

Prakhar V.
B.Arch. student

are a purely pastoral community, but nowadays they
have

turned

to

agriculture

and

other

means

of

livelihood. Their traditional mode of life required an
annual migration to established hot weather hamlets to
Aakanksha Jain
B.Arch student

provide their buffalo with new pasture. (A striking
point, the women dress their hair in long ringlets on
either side of their face and both sexes wear a white
cotton robe crossed by broad red bands surrounded by
dense black geometric embroidery. Today such clothes

Abhinav A.
B.Arch student
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THE TODA WOMEN
In toda society, women are not treated equally. They do not enjoy
the freedom as the men do. When a girl is very young, the male
elders of the family decide who she is to marry. The Buffalos are
exchanged between the families to mark the wedding according to
their tradition. So when she grows enough, she is sent off to the
boy's house. They also have children at a very early age.
Toda once practiced the relatively rare, although widespread (in
Asia, Africa and Oceania), marriage custom whereby a woman has a
plurality of husbands. According to traditional Toda practice, a
woman in a polyandrous union was the shared spouse of a set of
brothers, lived in a common home. But today, as with female
infanticide, polyandry the practice no longer exists among the Toda.
Social paternity, on the other hand, was and still remains, of crucial
importance, for without it an individual has no social, economic or
religious status in Toda society. Such paternity is bestowed, through
ritual: the offering by a male (man or boy) of a symbolic bow-andarrow to the pregnant woman, representing his acceptance of the
fruit of her womb. The status of women in Toda tribe is quite poor.
They are not given any consideration in the decision making body.
The Toda tribal council is a group of elderly Toda Males selected by
common consent for a particular dispute. They don’t have any right
of inheritance. It is restricted to the sons only. Also they are not
allowed near the tribe's tall temples.
The women struggle because the flow of money is only between
men. Most of the women‘s demands are never taken seriously within
Toda areas. They do not have the consent for education even when
they want to, even in present scenario. They are not able to find
right man or an able husband in the tribe, because most of the times
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men go for agriculture. They are generally at a loss as they lease out
their land to outsiders. And, when they need money, they take out
even larger loans until they can't cope. When they can't cope with
that, they start drinking; this ultimately leads to the deterioration of
the families.
Nowadays, the Toda women are breaking the tradition and are
marrying outside of their community, rejecting the older beliefs.
They have started studying. Many families are converting to
Christianity and this is slowly resulting in the breaking up of this
small community. Though it has resulted in the up-gradation of
women's status, but Toda women are still far from achieving sociopolitical

and

ritual

parity

with

their

men

folk.

All these findings lead us to conclude that these people also deserve
an opportunity to live their life as per their whims and wishes.
Proper steps need to be taken for the education and the upliftment
of the Toda women. Also, for the development of this tribe we need
to provide equal social employment opportunities and accessibility.
DOCUMENTATION SHEETS:
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REDESIGN OF ‗GAURIGAT‘ FOR UNIVERSAL ACCESS
DESIGN CONTEXT:
This paper presents a redevelopment/ redesign project of
Gaurighat, riverfront of holy river Narmada at Jabalpur,
Madhya Pradesh, India. The aim of this redesign project
was to provide the solution to various prevailing problems
Siddharth M.
B.Arch
student

related to accessibility, drainage, cleanliness, circulation
during the festive months.
METHODOLOGY:
The 10 hour competition started with a site visit to
Gaurighat in the morning at 6, these 10 hours were
divided

Harsh P. Singh
B.Arch
student

into

Introduction

different

to

the

sections

design

problem

as
30

follows.
minutes

Site visit for 2 hours.
Design sections each of 2 hours.
Last design section of 1:30 hours.
DESIGN SOLUTION: (Please Refer design sheets along

Ankita T.
B.Arch
student

with the text)
Our solutions focused on the most important circulation
and movement areas. So in order to make the whole area
accessible, we started off with the stairs which were the
only way to descend to the Ghat, and were completely out
of proportion with huge risers, which made the main

Adrish Naskar
B.Arch
student
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So to improve upon this, we suggested a staircase that inculcated
the basic anthropometry required along with integrated ramp which
could be used by the disabled to access the ghat. Moreover, the path
was provided with tactile pavings throughout, which could make it
easier for the blind or visually impaired.
The next problem was to improve the drainage system and maintain
a standard hygiene on the ghats. So we used the natural terrain
difference to drain the waste water from the Ghats to a nearby
sewage line.
This proposal also included the relocation of the pandits and
providing them a specific space to sit, so as to maintain a proper
flow of the people who came for the Ghat Darshan. On the Ghat,
there was no provision for changing rooms or private areas for the
females, who visit for taking the sacred bath in the Gaurighat. So we
provided with a series of changing rooms. The basic structure of
these changing rooms was proposed to be made up of modular steel,
which can be assembled anywhere on the ghat as per their
requirements and can be dismantled in case of flooding of the ghat
during monsoon. The roof of these changing rooms was made with
Polytetraethylene (PTFE). Also long span structures were also
designed to serve the bhandaras and obituary ceremonies which are
held on the Ghats.
Initially, these ghats were deprived of any kind of green space. So
plantation throughout the ghat was also proposed, keeping in mind
the landscape of the ghat. Provisions of lamps, which run on the
electricity stored by harnessing the solar power were deployed on
the
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This site never had any defined parking space which resulted in a lot
of commotion during peak hours. So we extended the area above the
toilets and defined a parking space and a circulation pattern for 40,
2-wheelers and 20, 4-wheelers.
Ghats in India have a general scenario of polluted water due to the
practices which are carried out over there. So in order to facilitate
the cleaning and maintenance of the river water, we proposed to
create a catchment area near the ghat, where the municipal corp.
can easily carry out the cleaning of the water without disturbing the
activities of the ghat. This Ghat had a small temple in the middle of
the river. So to transport the visitors from the ghat to the temple,
there was a provision of 5 hand rowed boats. But the problem was
there was no defined circulation pattern of them which created a lot
of problem to the visitors who were there for the sacred bath. So we
designed a small dock made of concrete and wood for these boats,
hence reducing the traffic on the ghat.

DESIGN SHEETS: (continued in next page)
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SURVIVAL JACKET FOR HOMELESS
Our current population is 1.2 billion and is expected to
settle at 1.8 billion. Let us call that 2 billion. To house a
population of 2 billion, India needs 6% of its land area.
This may not be difficult, considering we have 15%
Achyut Siddu
B.Arch
student

uncultivable land.
Mr. M.K.Gandhi said that for the poor, God comes in the
form of food. Thanks to the three S‘s from Tamil NaduC.Subramaniam,

B.Sivaraman

and

M.S.Swaminathan-

people are better fed these days than when Mr. Gandhi
was alive. However, shelter-particularly in the cities-has
definably
Aayush Jindal
B.Arch
student

deteriorated.

For

the

poor

now

God

will

probably appear in the form of shelter.
Political parties have put to good use this shortage of
shelter. ―Get the poor into appalling slums and offer them
protection from eviction if the slum flies the party flag and
promises to vote for the party when the election comes.

Tarun Bhasin
B.Arch
student

That is a shame. It is cheating the poor of what should be
theirs as a right. However, the poor are too weak to
protest and too ignorant to understand that they are
being cheated.

Soon after independence, the government gave up the idea of ―slum
clearance‖ and replaced it with ―slum improvement‖. That meant the
government gave one water tap for several hundred families, gave
or let people grab electrical power and, at times, even paved the
narrow lanes. But land for building a house of their own was an
absolute no-no. Rather with rising land prices, it was not even
affordable. Politicians argue that India is a crowded country and the
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poor have to do as best as they can. But countries like Netherlands,
England and, even Mauritius is more crowded than India and yet has
no slums.
Unfortunately, we cannot find that kind of space in any of our large
cities. On the other hand, when we fly across the country, we notice
how empty it is. So, the correct solution is to build houses where
there is space-and not inside or close to our already overcrowded
cities-along with jobs and a full range of services. That is quite
possible but there is one difficulty, in-fact, an insurmountable
problem. If we do not overcrowd our cities further, our politicians
cannot make money by grabbing land, they would not be able to
then fill their apparatus with bureaucracy.
CONTOUR LINING THE HOMELESS:
The homeless mass just does not include those migrated masses it
also includes people who have been abandoned from the society
either culturally, financially or socially.
The homeless mass consists of:
-Woman with children abandoned by their provider.
-Alcohol Abused.
- Drug Abused.
-People with mental health issues.
- Most importantly people with paid work which is not enough to
sustain/afford/build a shelter in the present system.
More than the realization of the domain of diversity, it should be
understood

that:

Homelessness

is

a

strategically

planned

phenomenon rather than a perceived state of life.
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So what‘s the plan?
In such a country like ours where working against this deeply rooted
system would increase the chances of one getting murdered.
Strategically working with this system to slowly purify it‘s impurities
in a ―holistic approach‖ is the necessary to be done.
The idea was to work “with” the system to finally beat it.
To do this the approach had to be open-minded and solution finding
with a brick and mortar kind of mindset would be a complete failure.
It

is

to

be

understood

that

there

is

a

difference

between

homelessness and people without a house. Equating the both would
only lead to a creation of low cost temporary housing which would
eventually convert itself into a permanent slum as in case of Haiti
after the earthquake in 2010.
Thus solving this issue is more about creating an environment where
the homeless feel ―secured not exploited‖. It is because the
homeless mass not only houses the clean ones involving people with
inadequate life skills, but also the dirty ones abandoned by the
society due to their friendship with drugs, crime or alcohol.
Allotting a building as a night shelter, housing this homeless mass
thus would lead to an attachment of security/policing which doesn‘t
solve

the

problem

because

policing

does

not

reduce

crime/exploitation, it restricts it. Thus an enclosed space would
grow sprouts of exploitation.
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THE IDEA:
Thus the idea was to have a space, housing the homeless at night
having psychologically no physical barriers. It would be a system
which would provide it‘s users with a survival enhancing product.

DESIGN PROPOSAL: (Please refer Design Sheets along with the
text)
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One consequence of the effectiveness of this emergency shelter is
that it reduces the visibility of the problem to the community overall.
People of the community are naturally blinded by their existence in
the first place; thus lessening the risk of eviction. People who were
homeless and who were fearful of being seen by their own
community negatively were now able to conceal their condition at
best. The lack of visibility reduced pressure on the community as
well as the homeless as they were able to reinforce both their
invisibility and their dignity. These people could now live in an open
space which was secure both mentally and physically from being
evicted, yet being invisible from the surrounding context.
Eliminating/reducing homelessness

PROPOSED SYSTEM: (Please refer Design Sheets along with the text)
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UNIVERSAL DESIGN OF INFORMATION KIOSK
CONTEXT:
We

humans

constantly

grow,

with

respect

to

our

surroundings, with respect to our needs. Between the
maze of our needs and requirements, what plays an
inevitable role is the requisite to constantly learn and be
Gaurav Sinha
B.Arch
student

aware of our surroundings. The disabled empathetically
are no exception. ‗Being aware or gaining information is
synonymous to being empowered‘.
One such thought emerged into our minds, and the
thought formed the basic idea of our product that intends
to serve a wide spectrum of people in every domain. Not
just the so called ‗mainstream‘.

Abhishek S.
B.Arch
student

REACHING TO THE FORM:
In India we greet, we acknowledge people with our
special ways to welcome, one such way is to put ‗tilak‘ (a
cultural gesture) on the foreheads, considered pious and
highly respectable. It not just serves it purpose to
welcome but also creates a warm beckon for our visitors.
The following figure shows the transformation of the

Piyush Verma
B.Arch
student

basic shape of the traditional ‗tilak‘ which will serve the
purpose to provide information to the people with special
needs and at the same time help in improving their
participation in the society at large. Similar to a tilak in
Indian context, our product symbolizes dignity and pride
to the user as it brings social equity and equality.
Providing quick access to any sort of information of the
area to anyone it gives an opportunity for the differently
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abled people to be more visible and equal in the public realm.

FUNCTIONING AND METHODOLOGY: (Please refer Design
Sheets along with the text)
To cater the needs of all sorts of people in the society we have
proceeded

from

the

very

core

of

universal

design.

Seven Principles of Universal Design (The Principles of Universal
Design published by Center for Universal Design, North Carolina
State University, Raleigh, NC, authored by Connell, B.R., Jones, M.,
Mace, R., Mueller, J., Mullick, A., Ostroff, E., Sanford, J., Steinfeld, E.,
Story, M. And Vanderheiden, G.)


Principle One: Equitable Use



Principle Two: Flexibility In Use



Principle Three: Simple and Intuitive



Principle Four: Perceptible Information



Principle Five: Tolerance for Error



Principle Six: Low Physical Effort



Principle Seven: Size and Space for Approach and Use
These seven principles lay the basic foundation of our product,
which have been incorporated in almost all aspects of the product.
The following figure shows the terminology and parts of the whole
product-
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DESIGN SHEETS:

The figure shows all the important parts of the kiosk.
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LED PANEL:
The purpose of the LED panel on the top is to continuously flash the
location, time, directions towards the exits and entry and also the
important announcements.
INTUITIVE TOUCH SCREEN:
The screen placed at the centre of the kiosk is a multipurpose
capacitive touch screen, provided with a keyboard which serves
various purposes including all sorts of information in multiple
languages with an easy interface. The most important purposes of
the screen are1) Navigating the people in all the areas which includes the
important public areas including toilets, drinking water facility,
ticketing counters (in case of stations), floor wise plans and
important zones with a interactive map showing the current location
and

the

ways

to

reach

the

desired

places.

2) Ticket booking facility and schedules of trains or buses (in case of
respective stations).
REFRESHABLE BRAILLE PANEL:
The electro-mechanical Braille display panel works by the means of
raising dots through holes in a flat surface. Blind users, who are
unable to use a normal computer monitor, can use it to read text
output. These panels are adjustable and can be rotated in a plane
through 180 degrees which can be used by the visually impaired
users according their ease.
GPS RECIEVER:
The pointed edge at the top of the kiosk has been provided with the
GPS receivers, which provides the current location and respective
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distances of all the important areas. Also facilitates the users with
GPS

receptive

transmitters

to

locate

the

kiosk.

SPEAKERS:
For audio assistance and announcements these speakers have been
provided which can also act as beacon at the time of emergency.
SECURITY CAMERA:
The camera provided at the top right corner of the kiosk facilitates
continuous monitoring and surveillance. Also check if the nearby
people are in case of any urgent difficulty which can be taken care of
through audio messages.
CONTRASTING COLOURED STRIPS:
This strip painted with contrasting colors facilitates everyone
including the people with partial blindness to easily locate the kiosk
and

also

displays

the

associated

user

instructions.

In addition to these, commercial hoarding spaces have also been
provided for display of advertisements which can generate revenue
and help to reduce the economic inconveniences to a certain extent.
The product is a prototype which can be implemented in various
public and private or commercial places, and can be used in any
number.
The following figure shows all the dimensions of the kiosk which
have been set according the basic anthropometric requirements.
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All Dimensions are in mm
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BATH TUB FOR PEOPLE WITH PHYSICAL
DISABILITIES
CONTEXT:
In order for a disabled person to take bath, he or she
must receive the assistance of someone else. Many
disabled people, who experience the preconception of
others, may be reluctant to receive assistance performing
routine daily tasks: like bathing.
Abhishek Pal
B.Arch
student

CONCEPT:
This bathtub, which was designed using the principle of
seesaw, has a point of entry which is used so that it is
easy for a person to move his or her body from a
wheelchair to the bathtub. Also, upon entry, a feeling
reminiscent of riding a slide is experienced which may
cause everyone to want to try the use of the bathtub.
Concept –seasaw

INSPIRATION:
Its

design

was

inspired

by

the

common

slide

found

at

the

playgrounds and swimming pools.

PRINCIPLE:

(Please

refer

figures

along

with

the

text)

The design came from an idea obtained from the principle
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of the seesaw. The bathtub lies tilted towards the seat of the
bathtub where the center of gravity is. This allows for a disabled
person to easily climb into the bathtub. After a disabled person
climbs into the bathtub and fills it with water using the faucet on the
right side of the bathtub, the bathtub begins to center itself
gradually due to the weight of the water, the center of gravity of the
bathtub slowly causes it to tilt backwards in proportion to the
amount of water remaining in the bathtub. The user is now able to
easily exit the bathtub.
STEPS:
1. Place both Feet in the Bathtub
2. Grab the handle and slide into the seat of the Bathtub
3. As water fills the Bathtub it begins to tilt to the other side
4. When it is filled with water, the Bathtub becomes centered
SPECIAL FEATURES:
1. The drain is located near the bottom of the seat so that water
can be removed regardless of the amount of tilt of the Bathtub
2. Steel Grips on either side of the Bathtub provides ease in
moving from the wheelchair to the Bathtub.
3. The Bathtub was designed organically in order to ensure the
safety when the user moves around inside the Bathtub
4. It is convenient for anyone to use.
Comfortably enjoy your bath while sitting down
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DERIVATION OF THE FORM:
Like us every generation used to go to the parks and try the See-Saw
and the Slides for playing. This bathtub is designed using the
principle of seesaw. Also, upon entry, a feeling reminiscent of riding
a slide is experienced which results the physically challenged person
to slide onto the seat of the bathtub.
INDIVIDUAL THOUGHTS:
One problem I come across often when I work with people with
disabilities is how possibly they could take a shower or bath? Many
are unable to enter and exit a bathtub or have extreme difficulty
doing so. Solutions have come in the forms of walk-in bathtubs. Each
has their own advantages and disadvantages.

This accessible

bathtub involves simple physics similar to a seesaw or balance scale.
The Accessible Bathtub will create a line of solution for physically
challenged people that will be truly futuristic both in design as well
as function.
BENEFIT TO THE TARGET PEOPLE:
The bathtub is an intriguing one for those physically challenged
people who still want to soak and bathe. This bathtub has been
designed with tilted mechanism to help wheelchair-bound people
easily move their body from the wheelchair into the bathtub. This
design

enables

independently

wheelchair-bound
without

the

people

need

to

get

assistance

into

bathtub

from

others.

User can tilt down this tub to a level at which he or she can take hold
of the attached handles and transfer him or herself into the tub.
There‘s a seat built-in at the point of entry. As water fills the tub, it
automatically

balances

out

itself

because

the

weight

will

be

distributed evenly. As user drains the water, he or she can slowly tilt
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the bathtub again to return to the wheelchair. My only concern is
that, the user has to have strong hands to lift him/her self from and
into the bathtub.
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STEP1- Place both Feet in the Bathtub

STEP 2- Grab the handle and slide into
the seat of the Bathtub

STEP 3- As water fills the Bathtub it
begins to tilt to the other side

STEP 4- When it is filled with water, the
Bathtub becomes centered
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6. STUDENTS‘ EXPRESSIONS
The following section highlights the perspective of the
students towards the persons with disability and universal
design. There are diverse ideas in the minds of students
and they have used their creativity to translate them into
essays and articles, covering various issues associated with
accessibility.
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DESIGN FOR ALL... AS IT OUGHT TO BE SEEN
“Where the mind is without fear
And the head is held high,”
Rabindra Nath Tagore
Most of us owe this person a lot for what he has done as a
father figure to the Indian society. As for me, it must have
been my other side of luck that I was not born in his era.
But, through what I have read and heard about him in
books and other literature, there is one thing which was
Kartikeya
Sonkar
B.Arch student

clear in mind- though he was not an architect or a
designer but he surely did envision and dreamt of a world
where all its elements were accessible to all.

To my mind, design is similar to literature in some context or the
other. If one can‘t read the literature works, one can hear them and
vice-versa; if one can‘t write, one can speak them and accordingly
anything like that. But, above all, you can always feel it, express it
just like your design no matter how weird they may be.
It was my trip to Massachusetts in the early February this year when
I stumbled upon one of the premium samples of design mediation
which shook me down the spine. While whole of the colossal
Statesman House was concealed in snow, there was this diminutive
symbol of a man on the wheel chair which coped with the thick and
thin, still unperturbed in its tranquillity by the catastrophe of nature.
Within my short instinct of architecture I never came across
something as stunning as this perception. The pint-sized symbol
portrayed much more supremacy than the power surrounding the
House and it modestly conveyed its memorandum through its aura
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round the globe. But, was this the sole place that conveyed such
illustrations? Where was this aspect of design enveloping such might
with so tiny palms? Conclusively, it is yet to practise at such an
extensive scale to be brought to notice. But what one does not
understand is that the fundamentals of frailty based design cannot
be accomplished because one has to, they are adapted because one
wants to.
Just like literary denotation of building is to build something, Design
for all needs to be perceived in the same custom, context and
hierarchy. One needs to understand that it is ‗Design for ―all‖‘ and
not only for inversely consecrated people and thereby, cease
unsubstantiated discrimination on such pity basis. We as designers
and architects possess the authority to alter to how the masses
apprehend design in innumerable systems. It should be customary
for one to always retain that urge to bring about designs inclusive of
all the facets in its entirety without generating the discrimination,
both at somatic and cerebral levels. We owe it to our dearth of
suitable innovations that has left the less blessed slice of our
community

a

long way back

in the social participation. The

sensitivity surrounding this aspect of the design is detached by
minute membrane which goes down the line to bring out essence of
exquisiteness being engulfed over a period of time and presenting
the same in an obnoxious manner. It should be learnt that Design for
all is that character of the edifice which gives a feeling of
belongingness

to

the

operator

without

actually

making

one

apprehend that the structure is made for oneself. After all it is
Design for All and not Discriminate for All.
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To my mind, if ever God was an architect, then nature was his most
perfect design, as its user never ever felt the sense of discrimination
while it has been serving us.
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DESIGN FOR ALL - DESIGN FOR LIFE
"How does built space contribute to human oppression?
Can it contribute to human liberation? If we could build
anew our cities, neighborhoods, workplaces and dwellings
in

ways

that

fostered

relationships

of

equality

and

environmental wholeness, what would they be like?"
Aayush Jindal
B.Arch student

Weisman (1992, p. 2); the above quote certainly ponders
over the need for a universal design. The idea that a
diverse

population

needs

a

diverse

environment

to

succeed seems easy enough to grasp. Certainly, it is
easier to comprehend than a one-size-fits-all design
philosophy. Why then, in the name of universal design
and equality, do we continue to design uniform one-sizeNiharika Singh
B.Arch student

fits-all environments?
To this I have a memory to share.

I still remember the day when I first entered my high school. The very
thought of being with new classmates made my adrenaline rush. It was
completely different place, a new step in the journey of my life. Like me
everybody else was too excited to be in a new classroom. Amidst all
this, I saw a boy sitting at an extreme corner isolated from others,
quiet and just watching others. I realised there was something in him,
something so different from others. He was not a normal child, he was
having polio. A sense of pity overpowered me, I observed him everyday
struggling to cope up with the surroundings. He dealt with great
problems each day. Not because he was a physically disabled child but
because of the inadequate facilities available for people like him in my
school. And today in our country and all around the globe this is a
major crisis.
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Why are physically disabled or elderly people so ignored? Why not try
making structures that are universally designed for mankind?
Today there is a need for making designs that are accessible by
everybody, be it physically disabled, an elderly or a pregnant woman.
This is a time of revolution; we want everybody's contribution in
making

a

stronger

and

sustainable

country.

For

everybody's

contribution there is need to bring each human on the same platform
so that they can raise their voices and contribute equally. For this
universal designs are the only solution. Equality doesn't come in a
single day. We need to develop it from a preliminary stage (when a boy
or a girl enters school).
Advancements in medical sciences have increased the population of the
disabled several times over the years. Small children, pregnant women
and elderly are also an integral segment of the society. Are these
segments only for government funds? And are to be always taken for
granted? When they contribute to a total of 30% of our country‘s
population, why a design only for the rest 70%? Why being so partial?
Can‘t we design keeping in mind the 100% population of the country.
For this we need to sensitize design according to their needs. They
need specially designed products and buildings because of their
inability to use normally designed products comfortably.
There

are

two

ways

of

fulfilling

their

requirements

–providing

accessible design and universal design. Accessible design has separate
arrangements made for the disabled whereas universal design includes
products designed in such a way that normal as well as disabled people
can use it with the same comfort and ease. Universal design means
giving attention to the needs of 'real life diverse users' including
elderly ,children, pregnant women ,people with disability, and people
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with socio-cultural differences . An important allegation of universal
design is that it has mass appeal. Accessible design often has a medical
or institutional appearance. The lack of good aesthetics often leads to
"technology abandonment" on the part of the consumer or negative
attitudes towards accessibility on the part of building owners or
designers. To assure that universal design will be accepted, it must
have a high standard of aesthetics.
Individual minds hugely vary in skills, needs, and interests of learning.
Neurosciences reveal that these differences are as diverse and unique
as our DNA or fingerprints. These minds just need an equal platform to
showcase their talent. To ensure equality at the school level the
academic premises and curricula should be designed with flexibility. An
adaptable curriculum and learning environment will help students with
varying disabilities and opportunity to adjust and compete with their
fellow mates. Besides that presentations should include various means
of instruction like audio, visual, textual, motionless images etc. and
students be allowed to respond through writing, speaking, drawing,
video recording etc. Universal design means designing materials and
activities such that it allows the learning goals be achieved by people
with wide differences in their abilities to speak, see, hear, move, read,
write, understand and remember. It provides a blueprint for creating
instructional goals, methods, materials, and assessments that do not
follow

one-size-fits-all

methodology

but

rather

provides

flexible

approaches that can be adjusted and adapted according to the
individual needs.
Taking architecture into consideration, ramped entrances and corridors
and automated doors are a necessity or an institution who deals with
children suffering from disability. Suggesting ramps instead of stairs
sounds
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introduction

of

lifts

at

certain

distances

can

fulfil

both

the

requirements. Inside classrooms furniture and walking spaces should
have enough area for a wheelchair or walking aid to function with
ease?
Transport facilities available for the disabled on the way to their
institutions should include barrier free pedestrian routes from their
respective residences to nearest accessible transport facility area,
buses having stairs that can be unfolded into ramps etc.
This levelling commonly reduces environmental diversity that in turn
threatens accessibility and enriching experiences to both those with
and without disabilities. This one-size-fits-all mentality consolidates
variation instead of celebrating it. Sandy Speicher—an expert in
educational design at IDEO—says, ―Too often, equality in education is
treated as sameness. The truth is that everyone is starting from a
different place and going to a different place.‖ Speicher advocates for
mass customization, both in the system and the classroom. Remember
―Equality doesn‘t mean we require the same environment, but an equal
opportunity to address our individual needs‖. A Universal design
accessible for all is similar to a Universal language (English) for all.
Imagine me writing this article in my mother tongue (Non English).
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ACCESSIBLE DELHI
"At the stroke of the midnight hour, when the world
sleeps, India will awaken to life and freedom. A moment
comes, which comes but rarely in history, when we step
out from the old to the new, when an age ends, and when
the soul of a nation, long suppressed, finds utterance. It is
Tarun Bhasin
B.Arch
student

fitting that at this solemn moment we take the pledge of
dedication to the service of India and her people and to
the still larger cause of humanity..."

With an overwhelming speech by Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, India
embarked

on a

new

journey

-

to

revive it's

lost

glory. An

independent nation, whose future was paved on the ideals by
Mahatama Gandhi; a country dedicated to service humanity, to give
life and freedom to every suppressed soul with a motto of Sarvodaya
for all. " Nevertheless, the past is over and it is the future that
beckons to us now..." With these lines by Nehru, the construction
and composition of India as a post-modern country was commenced
and various architects from around the world were beckoned to help
India in its unending quest, even from the countries that once ruled
us; thereby proclaiming that India had moved on over its brutal past.
In this restoration process, where freedom of movement, of life was
being gifted to everyone in every nook and corner of the country,
there was a particular section of our big Indian family that was left
neglected.

The

world

saw

India

as

an

emerging

economic

superpower, evident from its rapid growth in infrastructure. But this
growth wasn't shared by all. The perception of collective growth at
that time was limited to the sphere of common people only; the
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physically disabled were left out. The purpose of servicing humanity
was incomplete.
In the next 30 years, the country came up with the world's largest
and densest railway network, the biggest employer in the world, but
again to disappoint a section of Indian masses. At the stroke of the
midnight hour, 30 years hence independence, a man on a wheelchair
sought to board a train from the New Delhi Railway Station. As he
approached the station, he found it difficult to enter the very
premises of the platform; stairs surely were not an option for him.
Somehow the people with him around managed to lift the wheelchair
to the platform level and continued to the desired platform. Crossing
the platforms came as an equally formidable challenge. The steep
ramps that linked to the over walks were too heavy to climb upon
and too fast to get down from; often resulting in skidding of the
wheelchair. The train did not bestow any mercy either. The high rise
of the train bed made it a rough task to lift the wheelchair onto the
bed, but before the task could be accomplished the wheelchair gave
away to the stress and the man collapsed on the floor causing him a
severe head injury.
It was just one incident in many where many blind, hearing
impaired,

wounded

complication

were

or

people

injured

and

suffering
found

from

the

any

system

physical

humiliating.

Children or adults, physically impaired could not use government
buildings,

parks

or

other

public

domains.

Improper

guiding

infrastructure was a huge disadvantage for them. The international
outcry for the need of accessible and universal design soon found
ears in India. A support for the then called "handicapped" arose
from the streets and soon Indian legislature was awakened to yet
another reform. But was it too late?
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"At the dawn of history India started on her unending quest, and
trackless centuries are filled with her striving and the grandeur of
her success and her failures. Through good and ill fortune alike she
has never lost sight of that quest or forgotten the ideals which gave
her strength. We end today a period of ill fortune and India
discovers herself again."
Again the speech of Pandit Nehru reverberated in the hearts and
minds of every Indian alike.
It was an unending quest after all, and with success we had faced
this failure but hadn't lost our way. It was a moment of impact, a
moment

of

realization,

a

moment

of

self-introspection,

self-

discovery - the PWD Act 1995 - better late than never!
This act brought a major change in the Indian society. The central
and state departments for persons with disabilities were set up.
Education and employment was made easier for them by protecting
them against any discrimination by providing affirmative systems
and

actions.

Special

schools

and

institutions

for

man-power

development were started. The architecture also underwent change.
Government buildings had to incorporate some degree of universal
design and accessibility options.
18years hence.. Fifty feet underground, grey concrete flooring,
levels over levels stacked, the mellow roar of trains arriving and
leaving, the usual bustle of a metropolitan – all heard and felt at the
same time – deafening one‘s ears, blinding one‘s eyes and numbing
one‘s sensations. The sight is the heart of the baby project of India‘s
capital – Rajiv Chowk Metro Station. Amidst the chaotic crowd,
easily forgotten sight of a blind man finding his way easily to Café
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Coffee Day at one of the corners and then to his usual yellow line, a
level below; or that of a man on wheelchair being helped to his line
without any bumps. Yes, easily forgotten for one doesn‘t see them
both struggling, confused or scared – but see them as a part of the
crowd. Cutting to the architecture, the tactile plates follow an
intelligent system of reading, and have been installed in such a
language that not only helps in the direction decision but makes the
user understand the aspects of his surroundings too. Use of ramps
and lifts with stairs and elevators has obliged the old and people
with disabilities. The same level of the train flooring and platform
has made a huge difference, making Delhi Metro a path changer. IS
THIS THE ULTIMATE ACHIEVEMENT?
No, it is but a small step in the Indian transit; a lot needs to be done
still. Framing the bigger picture, the Indian Railways - the world‘s
densest railway system and also the largest employer – provides a
poor access to the disabled. Steep and ill maintained ramps, no lifts,
poor access to various parts of stations; and the very basic but the
biggest problem of the high rise of trains – it is a shameful way to
cater to the population but also shows the ample opportunity that
can make believe one that universal design in not after all, just a
myth. What if these small yet effective methods could be inculcated
in every other railway station of India with the new found proposals
like automated ramps joining the train bed to the platform – a game
changer indeed! What if these changes are not limited to just the
railways but every other mode of transit in the country; smoothened
and automated ramps at every bus stop or this new found intelligent
system of tactile plates on pedestrian walks or travelators for road
crossing? The image we get is of a city that is virtually accessible by
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anyone and everyone, an image that can make any architect smile –
the core of universal design achieved.
We do not need to build anything new or grand, just observe and
understand what‘s around us and exploit it as far as we can. These
many small things if inculcated in every other design (the process
has been commenced already) will prove to be revolutionary, and
make us realize the statement – ―take care of the small things…‖
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DOES ‗DESIGN FOR ALL‘ EQUATE ‗DIGNITY FOR
ALL‘?
You have to mean it when you design it.
I am not concerned about what ‗universal design‘ actually
means, but I do ponder- why have we got into a situation
where we have to think about them ‗specially‘ while
designing something? It could be a ‗normal‘ designing
process where the universal design should be an integral
factor not a ‗special factor‘. I believe, it's not the ability

Dheeraj Reddy
B.Arch student

or the so called ‗disability‘ that decides what kind of
person you really are. It‘s the real you (where the heart is

the dominant organ of all, which makes you special, not your
abilities) that makes you what you are ought to be, yes ought to be,
because it‘s not karma or fate that decides, the environment the
person lives in… and when you strive to make it a better place for all
(all kinds and classes) that‘s what universal design speaks about,
doesn‘t it?
Narayanan Krishnan (founder of Akshaya trust), who comes from
the so called ‗privileged life‘ (he ‗was‘ a Brahmin). He shuns the
cultural belief of some in India that says the men and women who
are homeless, destitute, struggling in the streets or suffering from
mental illness are untouchables and unworthy of compassion. He
sees them as equal, in the streets of Madurai he saw an old man
eating his own human waste out of hunger, that was the day when
he realised the purpose of his life, since then he serves them by
providing them food year-round, giving them bath daily, giving them
haircut in weekends. As he says food would just give them the
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physical nutrition, but love and compassion we show them gives
mental nutrition. So, what‘s the whole point of me speaking about a
person who has nothing to do with universal design.. Narayanan
Krishnan hasn‘t designed anything, but what he did is being truly
committed to serve the old and mentally destitute because he has
gone through a life changing incident where he had ‗totally‘
understood

the

situation

and

had

immediately

sought

for

a

‗solution‘. so as designers do we ‗really‘, ‗totally‘ understand a
problem (of any level) like he did, we do namesake case studies
where we look at the issue as a complex thing and try to solve it
though some complex process, what we need to do is to literally
walk in the streets(yes the streets,21st century India has got almost
everything into the street) like narayanan did, where you see the
real world, where you would be introduced to those striving forces
that which will lead you to solutions that are simple and perfectly
satisfying every criteria which anyone can think of, because here
you would really mean it because you have gone through what we
call real (not an imagination where we ‗assume‘ ‗real‘ things).
Treating all equally with dignity through design is not just meeting
the goal of their physical convenience. Places like government
buildings, amusement parks, hotels etc are used by all classes and
should

be

designed

in

a

way

that

they

pose

no

kind

of

discrimination, for instance if a blind person and a normal guy enter
a building, there are stairs for the normal guy and ramp for the
person with disability, this is exactly where the ugly face of
discrimination creeps in.
Dr.

Megha

Phansalkar

an

Indian

started

an

initiative

called

―prajwal‖. They strive to give the differently enabled the smallest
joys of life like riding on a roller coaster, being able to paint and
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soak in the immense beauty of mother nature. Initiatives like these
provoke us the ―fraternity of future designers‖ to be able to create
something universal in its true sense. Also taking inspiration from
prominent personalities like Baba Amte and Narayan Krishnan to
help them in any way we can to succeed in their initiatives to create
a place for all in this racist world. All these initiatives are a result of
a devastating experience which acted as an eye opener and
prompted these people to do something. Their initiatives are social
which can be manifested as architectural to make an even bigger
difference.
As a designer and hopefully the future of this developing country, I
would like to see a world where design knows no inequality and thus
preserving the dignity of all.
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BOOK RECEIVED:
Press Contact:
Linda Stephen, IWPR Group
linda@iwprgroup.com
402-483-0747
The Accessible Home: Designing for All Ages & Abilities
New Book by Architect Deborah Pierce

Newton, Connecticut (October 23, 2012) – The Taunton Press is
pleased to announce the publication of The Accessible Home:
Designing for all Ages and Abilities, by Deborah Pierce. Foreword by
Michael Graves, FAIA.
This first-of-a-kind home design book addresses the needs of
families, couples, and visitors looking for an accessible home that is
both beautiful and functional. The Accessible Home shows how
ordinary people with extraordinary challenges can partner with
architects, designers, and their own families to create homes that
restore capabilities, independence and the grace of daily living.
The book is also a tool for the more than 80 million Baby Boomers to
age in place in their current homes and lead a lifestyle with
independence, comfort, and safety for decades. A recent survey by
AARP revealed that 84 percent of Boomers would like to stay in their
current homes during retirement, but only 16 percent have taken
any steps to adapt their homes accordingly.
Author Deborah Pierce is one of our nation‘s foremost experts on
universal design. As an architect for the past three decades, she has
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been focusing on how a home serves the activities of daily living. As
a result, the projects in this book convey the power of universal
design – useable by everyone.
Michael Graves, FAIA, says, "Deborah Pierce tackles the small
problems along with the large in her quest to make wonderful places
where people with disabilities can live comfortably and safely."
Homeowners, architects, designers, remodelers and builders will
find ideas, inspiration and courage to create homes that are unique
to each household‘s requirements and at the same time, attractive to
broad segments of the population. She shows us that ―accessible‖
can be beautiful and functional, light and airy, low-maintenance,
safe and comfortable, and that universal design today is a far cry
from the grab-bars and ramps of yore.
The Accessible Home features 25 new and remodel projects and 225
photos from across North America to show readers how to create a
home that serves its owners for years to come.
Title: The Accessible Home: Designing for All Ages & Abilities
Publish date: October 23, 2012
Publisher: The Taunton Press
ISBN-13: 978-1-60085-491-0
Price: $27.95
Pages: 224
Photos: 225
Drawings: 30
Cover: Paperback
Trim Size: 8 ½ x 10 7/8 inches
Taunton Product: 071400
Web site: http://www.taunton.com
About the author: Deborah Pierce, AIA, is principal of Pierce Lamb
Architects in Newton, Mass. and lectures across the country on the topics of
architecture, accessibility and universal design.
2.
New E-Book on Universal Design Bathroom Remodeling Provides a
Blueprint for Artful Style and Accessibility
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NEWS:
1.

International Design for All Foundation Award
Ceremony 2013
On 20 March, the fourth Design for All Foundation
Award Ceremony was held at the Cité du design as part
of the International Design Biennial Saint-Étienne. The
event was introduced by Monsieur Maurice Vincent,
Senator, Mayor of Saint-Étienne and President of the
Cité du design / École Supérieure d‘Art et de Design de
Saint-Étienne, and was attended by a wide range of
international representatives from different sectors. Following the
ceremony, participants were welcomed at a drinks reception in the
VIP area of the exhibition.
Once again, the awards received numerous entries from 17
countries, of which 55 projects were selected for evaluation by an
international jury of experts. Noting that the overall standard of the
entries increases every year, the jury carefully assessed applicants
according to how far they met the award criteria, including
excellence in the methodology used, outputs which fulfilled Design
for All criteria, impact to society in general and innovation.
During the ceremony, Design for All Foundation President Francesc
Aragall introduced the projects which had reached the finals in each
category, emphasising the examples of best practice demonstrated
by each one. The background to the trophy, a bespoke design by
Joan Antoni Blanc, was also explained: its three hands sculpted in
different materials, symbolising human diversity, echo the design of
the graphic material created for the original Design for All meeting
in
Barcelona,
which
took
place
on
25
March
1995.
Finalists were congratulated and welcomed to the Foundation‘s
international networks with a year‘s free membership before the
jury‘s decisions were finally announced:
Category: Not-for-profit organisation
Winner: Helen Hamlyn Centre for Design
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Finalists: Inclusive Design for Getting Outdoors (I'DGO) and Andere
Augen with Blinden- und Sehbehinderten-Vereins MecklenburgVorpommern
Category: Government or other public body
Joint winners: Senatsverwaltung für Stadtentwicklung und Umwelt
Berlin and Technische Universität Berlin
Finalists:

Departamento de Educación, Universidad, Cultura y
Deporte, Gobierno de Aragón, Local Government Unit
of New Lucena, Iloilo and Provinciale Hogeschool
Limburg
with
Toegankelijkheidsbureau

Category: Private company or professional
Winner: iam design Oy
Finalists: ProAsolutions.pt, Dos de Mayo, S.L., Design
Concern A/S
Category: User-centred design in Living Labs: Project proposal
Winner: Life 2.0 project
The
Foundation
would
like
to
offer
sincere
congratulations to the winners and finalists for the
projects which have earned this recognition. We would
also like to thank all those who attended the event for
joining us on an occasion of such importance for the
Foundation.
To view photos from the ceremony, taken by Christina Modolo, visit
the International Design for All Foundation Awards 2013 Flickr
album. Please feel free to disseminate the photos, as long as the
(Source: Design for All Foundation)
2.
LISAA School of Design launches its Second School in Bangalore
Report by India Education bureau, New Delhi: Lisaa is a premier
French design school based on founding principles of French design
and aesthetics with multiple schools located in Paris, Nantes, Rennes
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and Strasbourg. In India, Lisaa School of Design established its first
institute in 2011 in Gurgaon. This has been followed by the recent
launch of its second institute in Bangalore in March 2013, which saw
Bollywood actress Nargis Fakhri add her Midas touch to the star
studded affair.
Nargis Fakhri had this to say ―I am immensely pleased to be
associated with this launch. Before a lot of students would go
overseas to gain that much required work experience due to which
we had missed out on many good talents. Thanks to Lisaa School of
Design, Bangalore, students can gain the same expertise and skills
sitting in India. I extend my heartiest congratulations to Lisaa
Bangalore and wish the management all the very best for this
venture.‖
Lisaa School of Design, Bangalore is the city‘s first ever branch of
the acclaimed Paris based French design school. With a far sighted
vision for quality education in design, Creo Valley has ventured to
bring forth Lisaa School of Design, a globally reputed institute in the
creative field of design to Bangalore.
Lisaa School of Design partners with world renowned universities
such as the Rochester University and over 50 design schools
globally. In addition, it has an association with prominent brands
like Eurodisney, BNP Paribas, Louis Vuitton Moet Hannessy (LVMH),
Saatch & Saatchi, and Christian Dior just to name a few.
3.
Forward Facing Rowing System by Ron Rantilla is da Vinci Award
Finalist
Ron Rantilla Rowing Systems, builder of state-of-the-art forward
facing rowing system for rowboats and canoes, is pleased to
announce that the FrontRower rowing system has been selected as a
finalist for the 2013 da Vivci Award.
WARREN, RI, April 04, 2013 /24-7PressRelease/ -- Ron Rantilla
Rowing Systems has been building a revolutionary new rowing
system for rowers who want a better way to row their boats. Now
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the FrontRower has been nominated for the prestigious da Vinci
Award for assistive technology and universal design.
he annual international da Vinci Awards were created by the MS
Society (multiple sclerosis) to recognize the most innovative
developments in assistive technology and universal design.
"Universal Design" is the concept of designing products that work
well for individuals across a broad spectrum of abilities--from
athletes in training to individuals with a limited range of motion.
The FrontRower fits universal design criterion because:
1. The FrontRower is designed to be more comfortable, efficient and
easier to use than conventional rowing systems -- making it
attractive to mainstream rowers who row their boats for exercise,
touring or adventure rowing.
2. It's forward facing position makes it usable by people who may
not be agile enough to twist around to see where they are going.
3. It can be operated by any two limbs (arms or legs), making it
usable by people with arm or leg disabilities without any
modifications. This also makes it useful for photography and fishing.
4. It's designed to fit in ordinary canoes, so someone who already
owns a canoe will not need to buy another boat.
According to Ron Rantilla, inventor of the system, "The FrontRower
was designed form the ground up with practicality and the comfort
of the user in mind. Most rowing in this country is driven by the
"sport" of rowing, which is racing in rowboats. This has led to
rowing boats (also known as "sculls") that are not very user
friendly."
Rantilla says he conceived of the FrontRower because he wanted a
rowing system that could be used in his canoe for solo camping trips
off the coast of Maine.
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Program & Events:
1.

2.
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3.

4..

21 -irage Hotel, Las Vegas, Nevada, USA

HCI International 2013
21 - 26 July 2013, Mirage Hotel, Las Vegas, Nevada,
USA
5.

1st Call for Papers: WG 9.4: Social Implications of
Computers in Developing Countries
12th International Conference on Social
Implications of Computers in Developing Countries
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Conference Theme: Into the Future: Themes, insights and agendas
for ICT4D research and practice
Ocho Rios Jamaica, 19-22 May, 2013
Submission Deadline: 26 November 2012
6.

1st Call For Papers, 17th Annual EUROMEDIA'2013
Conference, April 15-17, 2013, University of
Lincoln, Lincoln, UK

7.

8.
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9

10

Universal Learning Design
Universal Learning Design
BRNO, 11–15 FEBRUARY 2013
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11.

12.

International Istanbul Initiative on Ageing 4-6 October
2013
The International Federation on Ageing and Turyak Seniors Council
Association cordially invites you to submit abstracts for oral
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presentations at the International Istanbul Initiative on Ageing. All
abstracts will be reviewed by the Program Committee and assigned to the
appropriate concurrent session for oral presentations. Abstracts from around
the world are welcomed to share best practices to the regions of the Middle
East, Northern Africa, Eastern Europe, and surrounding countries of Turkey.
Abstracts must relate to one of the 13 sub-themes identified.
Abstract submissions are entirely separate from full paper submissions, and
will therefore not be eligible for financial prizes or publications. For more
information about Full Papers visit www.ifa-fiv.org.
Deadline: May 31, 2013 at 5pm EST
13

14.
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15.

16.
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Job Openings:
1.
We at 99acres.com (Info Edge India Ltd.) are expanding our team of interaction
designers and visual designer and are looking for a highly motivated individuals
for the following position:
Designation : Visual Designer
Job Description Responsibilities include:
•Strong, clean visual design sense.
•Designing visually stunning user interfaces
•Producing graphic elements for use in websites and mobile solutions
•Understanding and assuring brand's characteristics and attributes
•Translating wireframes into visual design
•Creating user interface elements and assets
•Creating style guides, graphics and icons
•Stay up to date on current trends in visual design for web, mobile, desktop and
tablet apps
•Ability to take critiques with a positive attitude
•Working closely with the product and technical teams to ensure continuity
Requirements and qualifications
•Solid background and knowledge of Adobe Creative Suite
•Demonstrated success in delivering visually pleasing designs
•Strong knowledge of color theory, page layout and typography
•Strong verbal, written and visual communication and presentation skills.
•Be a creative problem-solver and an effective communicator.
•Ability to adjust to changing priorities.
•At least 2 years experience in visual design.
•At least 2 years experience in Adobe Creative Suite
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•The ability to prototype in HTML, JavaScript, and CSS
•Powerful and exemplary portfolio of previous projects and work products
produced
•Good understanding of multichannel digital strategy
•Open to feedback and knows how and when to defend design choices
Education: BFA or MFA from good reputed design school. A person with an
excellent portfolio in the field of Visual Design
Please apply with full CV, cover letter and portfolio to aman.mehta@99acres.com
Company Description
Info Edge (India) Limited is India's premier on-line classifieds company in
recruitment, matrimony, real estate, education and related services. Our
businesses comprise the following:
Recruitment – This comprises online recruitment classifieds www.naukri.com,
India's leading job site and www.naukrigulf.com a job site focused at the Middle
East job market) and offline executive search (www.quadranglesearch.com).
Related sites in this business are a professional networking site (www.brijj.com)
and a fresher hiring site (www.firstnaukri.com).
Real Estate – This comprises online real estate classifieds (www.99acres.com), a
real estate brokerage business (www.allcheckdeals.com, housed in a subsidiary
named (www.allcheckdeals.com) India Private Limited).
Education - This comprises online education classifieds (www.shiksha.com).
Matrimony – This comprises online matrimony classifieds (www.jeevansathi.com)
and 14 offline Jeevansathi Match Points.1.
2.
Company Profile:
MarketXpander, a Bangalore based technology startup focused on B2B marketing
space, is building the next generation cloud based marketing software named
LeadSquared. LeadSquared helps businesses in generating, capturing and
nurturing Leads and making them sales-ready. LeadSquared is poised to become
the marketing software of choice for small and medium businesses that rely on
internet and mobile as the media to engage leads.
LeadSquared is built and delivered on Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) principles
using Microsoft .NET technology stack. We are looking for passionate Graphics
Designer/Visual Designer to be part of our marketing and customer success team
to create striking, high quality graphics and artifacts for the web medium.
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Job Description:
Graphic Designer/Visual Designer
LeadSquared software helps small businesses worldwide in marketing and lead
generation. We are looking for truly outstanding graphics designer who can design
brilliant landing pages, email newsletter templates and to start with, our website!
Please send us references to your sample work, portfolio along with your resume.
Job Requirements
- 4+ years of experience in Graphics Design for websites, landing pages, email
templates and social media sites.
- Understanding of and experience in corporate branding, layout, color theory and
typography in digital media
- Ability to understand and appreciate great design and have great eye for details
- Demonstrated portfolio of unique and superior design examples in digital media
- High level of creativity with ability to multi-task
Education and Skills
- BFA/MFA in fine arts or Commercial arts preferred
- Skills in Adobe design tools and knowledge of HTML/CSS.
You can check about the company and product at www.marketxpander.com and
www.leadsquared.com
3.
A leading Indian fashion house with three labels is looking for an Art
Director(graphics). They cater to both Women and Men's wear.
The candidate has to have an understanding of fashion brands. Past experience
with leading International brands that are into luxury category like Jewelry/
accessories/fashion or fashion magazines would be certainly an advantage.
Understanding of high end Indian consumers is a must.
Able to design and articulate independently the brand positioning, defining the
brand's visual vocabulary and new season's campaign.
Working with leading models, photographers, production house is a given. Has to
have pre and post production knowledge of shoots etc.
Needs to tailor the campaign message into print, hording, TVC and retail collateral
like 'in-shop' communication.
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This position is based in Bombay,prefer candidates from here and who can join
ASAP. Kindly indicate your current CTC and notice period.
Please note this is a senior role and we need people to take up a full time
assignment on the company role. we are not looking for Freelancers.
Please send in your CV/ folio to dcosta.francis@gmail.com
4.
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5.
We at SAP Labs, Bangalore are looking for UX Designers to join our TIP-Core
team. You can read more about the positions and requirements below in the
formal JD.
Feel free to reach out to me for any questions you may have.
Interested candidate can apply with their updated resume and portfolio to
harshvardhan84@gmail.com
6.
Dell International Services are looking out for user experience designers with a
strong background in designing applications on a variety of mobile/ smartphone
platforms. Candidates should be able to showcase extensive work or rich
experience in designing for iOS, Android, Windows8 & other platforms.
Location: Bangalore
Total Relevant Experience: 3-5 years
Send in your application (resume + portfolio) to: siddharth_gaikwad@dell.com
The designer will be part of the go-to-market team that is focused on delivering
mobility solutions for enterprise customers in the Commercial, BFSI & Healthcare
space.
Here‘s a brief outline on our expectations from designers applying for this
position …
Key Qualities:
· Design for experience – Stronghold on facets that govern user experience of
mobile/ smartphone platforms & related channels (web/ mobile-web/ mobile/
SMS/ etc.). Demonstrate an aptitude of creatingconsistently good experiences
throughout the user‘s journey across various channels
·Technical Acumen– Should demonstrate proficiency in applying UX design
principles (IA, Interaction Design, Visual Design, Usability Engineering &
Prototyping) in mobility projects. Should be skillful in using appropriate tools to
conduct qualitative & quantitative research that clearly bring out attitudinal &
behavioral aspects of target users.
·Communication & Interpersonal Skills– Should be very strong in communicating
ideas verbally & visually. The ability to sell ideas to clients/ development teams &
work with them to achieve the desired end product, will be critical. Should be able
to easily & effortlessly package, present, market & sell their own ideas. Ability to
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collaboratively work with internal/ external stakeholders to develop & maintain
scenarios, navigation models, interaction designs & prototypes for demonstration
of ideas/ concepts. Work collaboratively with Product Management & IT to define
scope
·Self-Organization– Need to be organized in order to meet deadlines & stay within
given budgets. General business skills are desirable
· Problem Solving Ability– Strong problem solving skills & desire to seek challenge
– Ability to generate ideas/ concepts on the fly – justifying the same while
simultaneously conveying meaning, is crucial.
Key Skillset:
·Thorough understanding of UI guidelines of various platforms (iOS, Android,
Windows 8, etc.)
· Fluency in conducting brainstorming & ideation sessions
· Efficiency in prototyping the design ideas (by utilizing a variety of prototyping
software‘s)
· Creating & maintaining screen wireframes, process flows, site maps, navigation
systems, screen prototypes & conceptual models to clarify & refine new product
solutions
·Producing & maintaining highly accurate UI specification documents required to
implement the design
7.
Dell International Services are looking out for visual designers having *extensive*
experience in designing for various mobile (iOS & Android) platforms. Knowledge
on Windows 8 Metro style UI would be a *BIG* plus. Along with graphic design,
the designer should have a flare & interest in the following areas - cloud, social
strategies & design for mobile.
(Quite often, the role & responsibility will go beyond the typical visual design
deliveries. Need a designer who will also be able to - assist in research, conduct
brainstorming/focus group sessions, develop design strategies, etc.)
Location: Bangalore
Total Relevant Experience: 3-6 years
Send in your application (resume + portfolio) to: siddharth_gaikwad@dell.com
Key Qualities:
· Design Sensibility – Stronghold on design elements, such as typography, color &
composition is a must-have!
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·Technical Acumen– Should demonstrate proficiency in using a variety of design &
prototyping software‘s. Should have a good understanding of design constraints
related to various mobile platforms and should be able to deliver
graphics/iconography that is optimized for them.
· Communication & Interpersonal Skills– Should be very strong in communicating
ideas verbally & visually through rich info-graphics. The ability to sell ideas to
clients/development teams & work with them to achieve the desired end product
will be critical.
·Self-Organization– Needs to be organized in order to meet deadlines & stay within
given budgets. General business skills are desirable!
·Problem Solving Ability– Strong problem solving skills & desire to seek challenge.
Ability to quickly propose design alternatives & justify design directions that are
taken will be crucial.
Key Skillset:
·Deep understanding of UI guidelines of various platforms (iOS, Android, Windows
8, BlackBerry)
·Designing graphics/iconography & optimizing them for different screen
resolutions & form factors
·Hands-on experience with HTML5 would be desirable
8.
Echidna Software PVT is a US based E-Commerce company , having its office in
Bangalore. We are looking for passionate *UI/UX interns* for our upcoming
projects. Also we have openings for *Junior/ Senior Visual Designers.*
The chosen candidate will be responsible for creating visual designs for many
devices that includes web, iphone ,ipad . The candidate should also have
experience creating promotional materials, presentations, and other web-ready
artwork for clients.
You can mail your portfolio/resume on this id: nandini.k@echidnainc.com
9.
Motorola Solutions, a Fortune 100 company known around the world for
innovation and leadership in communications, has permanent full-time
opportunities available for Human Factors Specialists in its Innovation Design
Group.
Innovation Design group consists of global studios located in Ft. Lauderdale
(Florida, USA), New York (USA), Copenhagen (Denmark), Penang (Malaysia), and
Singapore.
Our Penang studio is in need of experienced and passionate Human
Factors/Ergonomics Specialists to help design innovative next generation wireless
and mobile telecommunications products and systems.
Qualifications and Experience
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- Masters or Degree in Human Factors/Ergonomics, Human-Computer Interaction,
Interaction Design, or related fields.
- Ideally with industry experience as a hands-on human factors practitioner and
usability evaluation specialist. If you have had considerable experience as an
intern in a product development environment we would also like to hear from you.
- A deep understanding of Human Behavioural sciences (demonstrable by current
experience, training and course-work).
Responsibilities and Skills
- You will conduct human factors evaluations, consultations, and iterative usability
testing throughout the product development cycle, providing actionable
recommendations directly to designers, marketing specialists and engineers.
- You will integrate seamlessly into a multidisciplinary team that includes Human
Factors/Ergonomics Specialists, Psychologists, Cognitive Scientists, User
Interaction Designers and Industrial Designers.
- Demonstrate the ability to deliver pragmatic recommendations in a fast paced &
highly critical environment.
Other Requirements
- Ability to present analyses and design recommendations in a compelling manner.
- Self-motivated with a high level of responsibility and professionalism.
- Excellent communication skills in English (verbal, written & presentation).
How to Apply
If you meet the requirements described above, please e-mail your Curriculum
Vitae or Resume and a statement of intent to: shirishk@motorolasolutions.com .
ABOUT MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS
Motorola Solutions is known around the world for innovation in communications.
The company develops technologies, products and services that make mobile
experiences possible. Our portfolio includes communications infrastructure,
enterprise mobility solutions, digital set-tops, cable modems, mobile devices and
various accessories. Motorola Solutions is committed to delivering next generation
communication solutions to people, businesses and governments.
For more information about our company, our people and our innovations, please
visit http://www.motorolasolutions.com
ABOUT PENANG
Penang, the "Pearl of the Orient" is a picturesque island located in the Straits of
Malacca off the north-western coast of Peninsular Malaysia. A magnet for its
beautiful coasts and delectable cuisines, the island is also a fascinating fusion of
East and West, modernity and old world charm.
For more information on Penang and Malaysia, please visit:
http://travel.tourism.gov.my
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penang
10.
We at AlmaConnect, are looking out for an awesome Interaction Designer to join
our young and growing team in Gurgaon. This is a full time position and would be
a great chance to work at a rapidly scaling up startup.
Send in your application(resume + portfolio) to: praneet@almaconnect.com
Below are more details about the position:
Role:
Your job is make sure the AlmaConnect platform is intuitive, accessible and usable
to our users. You will own the metrics for user engagement of the platform, and
lead from the front to ensure they are going up the curve.
As an Interaction Designer, you showcase the right mix of intuitiveness, creativity
and decision making in designing for the AlmaConnect platform. You have strong
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sense of design aesthetic and work closely with the engineers and designers to
design simple but great experiences for our users, focusing on interaction design.
Responsibilities:
• You will be responsible for all stages of design and must think strategically while
executing with great attention to detail.
• Create workflows, personas, interaction flows/information architecture, low
fidelity mock-ups, navigational flows, and high fidelity prototypes.
• Work with Visual Designers and Front End Engineers to bring the design to life.
• You will be comfortable to work with both quantitative (analytics) and
qualitative data (user tests) to drive design decisions.
• Identify, prioritize, and track usability issues and make design
recommendations.
• Track, measure and improve user engagement on the platform.
Qualifications:
• A great design portfolio.
• 2-6 years with significant interaction design experience in web, mobile, social
media or e-commerce.
• Ability to articulate design concepts and communicate the user experience vision
for the product in the most effective way.
• A mastery of web standards, user-centered design principles, knowledge of the
software development process.
• Expert proficiency with design and prototyping tools: Adobe suite, Visio, Axure,
Balsamiq.
• Outstanding presentation and interpersonal communication skills.
• Previous experience at a Startup (A definitive plus).
• Previous experience working on responsive mobile and web layouts (A definitive
plus).
• Demonstrated experience to dabble with the visual design (A definitive plus).
Whats on Offer:
• A chance to work with a team which believes and understands design and
moreover feels it is as important as any other aspect of the business.
Competitive salary and You get to pick your title: A couple of examples of our titles
include: Outbound Sell-o-maniac Sardar!, Primary Techno Godfather, you get the
picture.
• Work with a young and dynamic team
• We have recently been in a lot of press coverage, your work could get national
and potential global recognition.
• Work out of a basement for now and move out along with us as we grow bigger
(as a team and as a company). We believe basements are the Indian equivalent of
Silicon valley garages
• We have a ping pong table to de-stress.
About AlmaConnect:
AlmcConnect is a well funded rapidly growing product startup focusing on creating
a strong alumni community of an Alma Mater by creating a social-professional
ecosystem among alumni, faculty, students and management of an institute.
Alma Connect is also a CIIE, IIM Ahmedabad incubated & funded company
alongside an investment from DAIICT's incubation centre - DCEI and Ixora
Ventures. Without spending a single penny in marketing AlmaConnect has
currently 45 institutes paying an annual subscription cost to use the product.
Our team's common belief is that there is huge value in having a strong alumni
community and we want to enable the value for the community. If you share our
belief, please get in touch with us.
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11.
VGC is ranked among the top four by Economic Times and has
foundations in place to become the top Integrated Design Consultancy in
India.Do you have what it takes, or know of a fitting profile, to be
VGC's Strategic Business Head and leverage its equity for high growth?If
so, our exciting and vibrant ambitions require a profile who understands
the value of Design to realize opportunities and to grow aggressively in
an emerging marketplace. Using knowledge and experience gained in
Strategic Design and Communication domain, you will be required to
steer our vision and ambitions to new levels.We would expect you to have
proven expertise and track record to grow businesses in your previous
assignments. Having an intelligent understanding of the world of Design
with the ability to realize its true potential, you would be having a
Glocal mindset and be plugged into the most current affairs related to
this field. Based in Mumbai, you will work closely with top management
to run Mumbai and Bengaluru offices to achieve mutual goals and
targets.If indeed this is of interest then visit vgc.in
<http://www.vgc.in> . I look forward to hearing from you.
Best,Preeti Vyascreative@vgc.inChairwoman-VGCChief Mentor-designomics.in
<http://www.designomics.in>
12.
looking for UX/Interaction Designers for multiple open positions with us in SAP
Labs, Bangalore.
Here are the details:
Experience: 2 to 12 Years
Position: Individual Contributor role ( hands on)
Requirement:
•You use and can explain "design thinking" to a rookie employee
•You can consume raw research inputs and convert them into screen interactions.
Fast.
•You have exceptional wireframing skills
•You are capable of prototyping at different levels of fidelity, from paper to video
•You know your bread and butter deliverables : UI guidelines and specifications
•You are exceptionally articulate and can faciliate regular dicussions with
development with your interaction design as the centrepiece
•You understand visual design and can fill in for the visual designer occasionally.
•Excellent information structuring skills both written and verbal.
•Ability to quickly prototype at various levels from initial research and
discussions.
If interested, please send across your updated resume along with your portfolio or
portfolio link to me ( ved_apr@yahoo.com or vedpal.singh@sap.com) to have a
brief discussion about the same.
13.
Divami is a boutique UX design firm providing services to design and develop
web/desktop/mobile applications. Divami exclusively focuses on software product
companies. Divami has worked with large corporations like SAP, Sybase, Sterling
Commerce; as well as small-medium startups and post-startups like CompassLabs,
Greenplum (recently acquired by EMC), and MarketShare.
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The sweet spot is working with customers whose core competency is server-side:
Business Intelligence, Databases, Search, or CRM. Divami helps them bring
complete products that have fantastic user experiences.
Divami is looking for people who are as passionate as we are about user
experience to join us as Interaction Designers and Visual Designers. You can
either join full time or as intern if you are just exploring and would like to gain
some experience. You will have the opportunity to work on products ranging from
marketing analytics, enterprise apps, CRM, mobile apps to social media platform
applications.
Divami has an open and inclusive work culture - visit us in person to get a feel!
Send your resumes with a web-based portfolio OR contact naveen@divami.com
(+91 99899 24134) to schedule a discussion regarding opportunities at Divami.
14
Centre for Knowledge Societies, CKS Consulting Pvt. Ltd. ( www.cks.in) is
an innovation consulting firm, specializing in user-centred research and
design in multiple domains, such as healthcare, m-commerce and finance,
telecom, and consumer goods and decor, amongst others.
*This posting is regarding an immediate job opportunities with CKS for a
trends research project.*
The aim of the project would be to conduct societal, media, and trend
research for a market leader in the realm of colour and decor
in India. The project requires engaging with design professionals, experts,
thought leaders, and trend setters along with conducting on field research.
We are looking for enthusiastic designers/design researchers fresh out of
school or with a 1-3 of years experience.
Students currently in their final year of course in any of the above
mentioned design disciplines, and possessing all/any of the skills outlined
may apply for an internship.
Candidates may be from accessory, graphic, exhibition, or communication
design or design management with an inclination towards trend forecasting,
social, and media research. The designer must have the ability to traverse
across domains of design thinking, writing, comprehension, and design
conceptualization.
_ The candidate needs to be a team player, a learner and teacher; self
regulating,
and motivated and should be willing to shoulder responsibilities.
_ Excellent writing skills for preparing good quality reports (ppt format),
assisting in proposal writing, and writing blog entries
_ Very strong communication skill is a must. The candidate will be expected
to respond to clients and will be expected to make client presentations.
_ Understanding of trends with an ability to analyse and ensure design
translations. Good articulation skills and writing ability is a must.
_ Superior qualitative research skills and superior analytical abilities in
order to effectively translate field insights into actionable insights
_ Ability to moderate and engage participants in workshops
_ Foresight, ability to collate and refine data with a strong planning and
implementation capability
_ Good planning and time management skills with the ability to rapidly take
up higher responsibilities and exhibit leadership with training in the
course of employment with CKS
_Exceptional visual aesthetics and narrative ability to tell powerful stories
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to convincingly convey concepts to clients and their end customers.
_ Excellent design software skills - Ability to create colour palettes,
patterns, material finishes on illustrator. (3d rendering would be a plus)
_ Flexibility to work on projects with varying scopes in different sectors
_ Excellent interpersonal skills and a collaborative management style
_ Ability and willingness to work under pressure
_ Willingness to travel across India (Metros and other cities)
_The designer has to be organized and systematic in
documenting their own work and dealing with clients and co-workers.
*We are also looking for Senior Design Researchers. *
Job Description
The Senior Design Researcher (SDR) is responsible for conceptualization and
delivery of Research and Design Projects, and is the face of CKS, to
Clients, for Project Operations. He/She is expected to build a cutting edge
team, striking an optimal balance between Sociologists/Researchers and
Designers, and capacity enable them with his/her knowledge and experiences
of best practices in the industry, such that CKS is ideally equipped to
take up Research and Design projects across multiple industries and
sectors.
Desired Profile
_ Very strong communication skill is a must (Verbal and Written). The
candidate will be expected to respond to client requests by writing
proposal and is even expected to make client presentations if necessary.
_Must have experience in designing guides, conducting user research.
_ Excellent secondary and online research skills.
_ Ability to handle multiple teams and ensure successful project completion.
_ Excellent workshopping and analysis skills.
_ Ability to generate and design concepts.
_ Excellent planning, organization and time management skills.
_ Ability to interact effectively at all levels and across diverse cultures.
_ Ability to adapt to changes in the external environment and within the
organization.
_ Strong customer service and result orientation.
_ Display a sense of maturity, use previous experience to come up with
effective solutions and ways of working.
_ Excellent computer and design software skills.
_ Excellent interpersonal skills and a collaborative management style.
_ Persuasive skills and ability to convince prospective customers about the
service provided.
_ Foresight, planning and implementation capability
_ Specialization in User Experience and Usability.
_ Must be willing to participate in business development activities and
represent CKS in events, conferences and client meetings.
If you are please mail me at neha.shalwat@cks.in or write to us at
careers@cks.in
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Advertising:
To advertise in digital Newsletter
advertisement@designforall.in
Acceptance of advertisement does not mean
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by the Design for All Institute of India
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Regarding new products or events or
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News@designforall.in
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about our newsletter to the Editor
Feedback@designforall.in
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Editor@designforall.in
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